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3-4
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3-5
4-2
Removed all illustrations of sample NASA Form 1602
for processing each equipment transaction in Part
VI, Procedures For Equipment Transactions. A
reduced sample Form 1602 is referenced in
paragraph 4-101, along with a full-size sample in
Appendix N.
Cited appropriate NASA Management Instruction to
establish policy for an Agencywide equipment
management program.
Added new paragraph 3-101b, referencing full-time
property custodians.
Revised wording of Supply and Equipment Officer's
responsibilities in paragraphs 3-i02a(i) - (5), in
accordance with 4200.ID, NASA Equipment Management
Manual.
Revised wording of property custodians'
responsibilities in paragraphs 3-i03a, c, d, and
g, in accordance with 4200.ID.
Inserted new paragraph 3-104 on responsibilities
of full-time property custodians.
Changed "Equipment Users" to "Responsibilities of
the Individual", and restructured paragraph 3-105,
in accordance with 4200.ID and regulations issued
by the U.S. Office of Government Ethics.
Added NASA Contractors' and Contracting Officers'
responsibilities to paragraph 3-106, in accordance
with 4200.ID.
Revised/added paragraphs 3-i07a, b, c, and f - i,
detailing functions of NEMS Equipment Manager, in
accordance with 4200.ID. Added note to paragraph
3-i07a, referencing full-time property custodians.
Inserted revised NASA Form 1602 (Mar 89) for
sample in Figure i.
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Revised wording in paragraphs 4-i02d, e, and f to
show appropriate blocks on revised Form 1602 for
corresponding data elements.
Replaced "the Equipment Manager tags the
equipment" with "... it (item) is tagged", and
added manufacturer code and model number to data
being standardized in paragraph 5-100a.
Added note to paragraph 5-100 addressing receipt
of untagged equipment by the property custodian.
Moved loan/lease tag sample and description to
paragraph 5-i01a(3), classifying it as controlled
equipment.
Redefined controlled equipment in paragraph 5-
101b, including raising minimum cost level from
$500 to $i,000, in accordance with 4200.ID.
Added note to paragraph 5-101b(1), referencing
full-time property custodian program.
Inserted paragraph 5-i01c concerning Found on
Station Equipment Investigation.
Raised $500 to $i,000 and included NASA Form 1517A
in paragraph 5-101d.
Removed calibration tag sample and description in
paragraph 5-101d.
Removed "Semiannual" in paragraph 5-I02b.
Removed Calibration Date Due Tickler Report and
description from paragraph 5-102.
Added paragraph 5-i02e referencing additional NEMS
reports available to property custodians.
Changed "Triennial" to "Cyclic" in paragraph 5-
103a.
Changed description of transmittal process of
inventory data in paragraph 5-i03a(2).
Added the word "Cyclic" to paragraph 5-I03b and
moved paragraph to follow 5-i03a, 'Cyclic
Inventory'
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CHANGE
Included reference to applicable NEMS inventory
reports in paragraph 5-i03b(i).
Added the word "approximate" to paragraph 5-
103b(1) (e).
Added last sentence to paragraph 5-i03c regarding
waiver of 20% sensitive inventory when annual
inventory is conducted.
Added first sentence to paragraph 5-i03d(i)
regarding new property custodian inventory
requirement. Added paragraph 5-i03d(2).
Added to note in paragraph 6-100, eliminating
required approvals on NASA Form 1602 if included
on supporting documents.
Added note to paragraph 6-101b(1), referencing
full-time property custodian program.
Changed "Block 25" to "Block 4" and added note
regarding definition of capital/sensitive codes in
paragraph 6-i01b(3).
Changed subparagraph references in paragraph 6-
101b (5) .
Added last sentence to paragraph 6-i01c(i)
concerning current status code found on NASA Form
1602.
Combined subparagraphs pertaining to condition
codes, and added last sentence to paragraph 6-
i01c(2) concerning current condition code found on
Form 1602.
Inserted paragraph 6-i01d(3) regarding full-time
property custodian program.
Changed paragraph 6-i01f(3) to designate correct
block numbers corresponding to appropriate data
elements on revised Form 1602.
Revised paragraph 6-101g(1) to make distinction
between direct deliveries and equipment returned
to an Installation's central receiving facility.
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CHANGE
Changed paragraph 6-i01h(5) to designate correct
block numbers corresponding to appropriate data
elements on revised Form 1602.
Added paragraph 6-I01j(2) referencing loans to
employees for off-site use in excess of 6 months,
in accordance with NHB 4200.ID.
Combined subparagraphs pertaining to Transaction
42, Loan Pool Out.
Changed note in subparagraph 6-i02a(3) (g)
concerning tracking of government furnished
equipment to grantees in NEMS.
Added new paragraph 6-i02c(5) referencing safety
publications which the property custodian must
refer to in order to take all adequate steps in
cases of damaged or destroyed equipment.
Revised paragraph 6-i02d(i) to include completion
of NASA Form 1617, 'Cannibalization/Modification
of Controlled Equipment', in order to accomplish
modify/cannibalized transaction.
V
, The following Appendices have been revised/added:
New or revised definitions appear in Appendix A on
pages A-I - A-5.
The Calibration Due Date Tickler Report has been
removed.
Added Appendix E, Found on Station Equipment
Investigation (NASA Form 1618).
An updated Survey Report (NASA Form 598) has replaced
the previous version in Appendix F.
An updated Property Pass Request and Removal Permit
(NASA Form 892) has replaced the previous version in
Appendix G.
Appendix H, Installation Identification Codes, has been
updated to accurately reflect respective Installation
names and numbers.
V
7Changed definition of availability Status Code C in
Appendix I.
Added Appendix L, Agency Minimum Standard Sensitive
Items List.
Added Appendix M, Request for Cannibalization/
Modification of Controlled Equipment (NASA Form 1617).
Added Appendix N, NASA Equipment Management System
(NEMS) Transaction Document (NASA Form 1602).
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PREFACE
=
The NASA Equipment Management User's Handbook for Property
Custodians is issued as an instructional guide for personnel
designated as property custodians and technical personnel
involved in the acquisition, management, and use of NASA-owned
equipment.
This Handbook provides general information and basic operational
procedures for processing equipment transactions through the
Agencywide NASA Equipment Management System (NEMS). Each NASA
Installation must prepare supplementary instructions for local
requirements beyond the scope of NASA-wide policies and
procedures contained herein, or as specified for local
implementation in NHB 4200.1, "NASA Equipment Management Manual."
NHB 4200.1 sets forth policy, uniform performance standards, and
procedural guidance to NASA personnel for the acquisition,
management, and use of NASA-owned equipment.
This Handbook is a controlled document, issued in loose-leaf form
and revised by page changes. Additional copies for internal use
may be obtained through normal distribution.
Comments or suggestions concerning this Handbook should be
addressed to the Chief, Supply and Equipment Management Office,
Code JIE, NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC 20546.
NHB 4200.2 dated July 1984
is cancelled.
_s
and Security Division
DISTRIBUTION:
SDL 1 (SIQ)
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Sug_gestions for Improvements
This Handbook is designed as a quick and ready reference for how
NASA's property custodians process equipment transactions through
NEMS. Please indicate any suggestions for additions or
clarifications below:
Submit suggestions to your NEMS Equipment Manager. Suggestions
appropriate for NASA-wide consideration will be forwarded to the
Chief, Supply and Equipment Management Office, Code JIE, NASA
Headquarters. Suggestions adopted will appear in subsequent
revisions of the Handbook.
ii
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Lost Tag ...................... 74
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SUMMARY OF TRANSACTIONS REQUIRING DOCUMENTS IN ADDITION TO THE NASA
FORM 1602, NEMS TRANSACTION DOCUMENT
Transaction No. and Name
38/Borrow by Another NASA
Installation
Additional Document(s)
Shipping Request
40/Loan or Lease Outside NASA Loan Agreement
Shipping Request
44/Storage In Storage Request, only
if local instructions
require
65/Transfer to Another NASA
Installation
Shipping Request
66/Transfer to Another
Government Agency
67/Transfer of Government
Furnished Equipment to
a NASA Contractor
Shipping Request
Shipping Request
69/Lease-In Returned Shipping Request
Lease Agreement
(if available)
70/Loan-In Returned Shipping Request
Loan Agreement
(if available)
71/Survey
73/Modify/Cannibalize
Survey Report
Modification-
Cannibalization Form
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PART I - INTRODUCTION
v
i-i00 Introduction
a. The NASA Equipment Management System (NEMS) is an
Agencywide automated system designed to simplify,
standardize, and reduce the cost of managing and
controlling NASA's equipment. Each NASA
Installation's NEMS system is comprised of a computer
data base with on-line terminals, small portable
computers with bar code scanners for inventory,
printers, and microfilming equipment.
Do NEMS provides all NASA organizations with the
elements of information needed for an integrated
system to identify, account for, and control NASA
equipment. The system emphasizes accurate and
complete item identification, location, condition,
and availability information in order to permit cost
effective and programmatic NASA-wide control,
accountability, equipment screening, and reuse
consideration wherever located.
Co This Handbook describes the responsibilities of and
applicable procedures for the property custodian and
technical personnel who use NEMS in order for them to
understand and effectively use the system to rapidly
accomplish equipment transactions.
*d. Part VI describes user procedures in detail,
including step-by-step instructions for using NASA
Form 1602 (NF 1602), NEMS Transaction Document, which
is the system's standard form for processing
equipment transactions. (See paragraph 4-101 for
sample NF 1602.)
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PART II - AUTHORITY AND GENERAL POLICY
Authority
NASA Management Instruction 4000.3, "Supply and Equipment
Management," establishes policy to implement and maintain
an effective and efficient equipment management program
throughout NASA which is consistent with the NASA mission
and Federal laws and regulations. NASA Handbook 4200.1,
"NASA Equipment Management Manual," sets forth the NASA-
wide policies and procedures for equipment management•
General Policy
a. Government equipment is not owned by the holder, and
when it makes economic and program sense, reusable
items must move from one use and user to another,
including movement between and among offices,
functions, programs, contractors, and Installations•
Positive action by Installation management to
identify equipment which is available for reuse must
be continued and emphasized.
b• NASA-wide accountability and visibility over reusable
equipment assets will be continuously improved and
extended to all NASA elements in a uniform system of
identification and communication.
C • New equipment will not be designed, developed, or
procured unless it is determined that the requirement
cannot be satisfied with items already available.
k
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PART III- RESPONSIBILITIES
NEMS Configuration Control Board (CCB)
The Board is a permanent technical control group
responsible for maintaining configuration control for the
system. Members come from each Field Installation and
NASA Headquarters. The CCB convenes as necessary.
Division Directors/Chiefs
a. The division director, chief, or other head of an
Installation's secondary organizational element
(i.e., the element one level below the level of the
basic organizational element) is the principal
equipment using official in the NASA equipment
management program responsible for the equipment
assigned to the organization, including all aspects
of its use and condition, and the accomplishment of
annual walk-through inspections.
*b. At Installations with full-time property custodians,
civil service or contractor, division directors/
chiefs retain responsibility for conducting annual
walk-through inspections and utilization reviews.
Supply and Equipment Management Officer
*a. The Supply and Equipment Management Officer is the
principal official appointed by the Installation
Director for functional administration of supply and
equipment management at the Installation. In the
area of equipment management, the Supply and
Equipment Management Officer is primarily responsible
for:
(1) Appointing a NEMS Equipment Manager and
approving and periodically evaluating the NEMS
Equipment Manager's implementation of policies
and procedures;
(2) Reviewing appropriate controls and record
maintenance established for NEMS at the
Installation;
(3) Reviewing items designated for control as
sensitive equipment;
3-1
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(4) Reviewing the designation of property management
areas, property custodian assignments, and
custodian training;
(5) Ensuring that property custodians are provided
with a Custodian Monthly Transaction Report
(NEMS Report 020), an NF 1602 for each
controlled equipment item in their charge, a
report of physical inventory results, a
Custodian Account Property Report (NEMS Report
141), and other equipment reports as required;
(6) Ensuring that prescribed physical inventories of
controlled equipment are taken and coordinated,
including the physical inventory of the property
management area when a new property custodian is
assigned.
Property Custodians
(Note: Some Installations use a different title for this
individual, i.e., property administrator, equipment
specialist; see local procedures, as appropriate.)
.Property custodians are designated for each property
management area by the head of the organization
concerned, usually the division director/chief, with the
concurrence of the Supply and Equipment Management
Officer or designee, and they are responsible for:
*a.
Do
Maintaining records (including NF 1602) for all
controlled equipment in their assigned property
management area(s) in accordance with NEMS
procedures;
Continuing surveillance to ensure that equipment is
used for official purposes only;
*c.
*d.
Reporting untagged controlled equipment (including
fabricated equipment) found in their assigned
property management area to the Supply and Equipment
Management officer, and assisting in the research to
identify the circumstances relating to untagged items
found on station;
Cooperating in automated physical inventories of
controlled equipment and assisting in any followup
actions.
eo Identifying and reporting any controlled equipment no
longer needed in their property management area.
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f. Accompanying division director/chief during annual
walk-through inspections;
*g. Assigning sensitive items to primary users.
Full-time Property Custodians
Full-time property custodians may be appointed by the
Supply and Equipment Management Officer to be responsible
for the management of property (generally 3,000-6,000
equipment items) by geographic location, rather than
appointed by division directors/chiefs for their
cognizant property management areas. They have the same
responsibilities as noted above and may, also, include:
el Assisting the NEMS Equipment Manager in identifying,
categorizing, classifying, and coding all existing
and newly acquired equipment. After it has been
determined that an item of equipment will be
controlled and is tagged with a bar-coded equipment
control number (ECN) tag, the property custodian
verifies all information on the receiving report,
annotates the additional information needed for entry
into NEMS (all mandatory fields), and submits the
document to NEMS Control for entry into the system.
In cases where a piece of equipment was directly
delivered to a property management area, the property
custodian determines whether an item meets control
criteria and tags the item with an equipment control
number tag. (Note: Prior to NEMS Control entering
the information into NEMS, the NEMS Equipment Manager
reviews the document then forwards it on to the NEMS
cataloger to review and standardize, if necessary,
the item name of the equipment.
Do Assisting equipment users in the proper procedures
and documentation of the following equipment actions:
loans, transfers, property passes, turn-ins, repairs,
storage, calibration, replacement, modification-
cannibalization, fabrication, found on station, and
survey reports for lost, damaged, or destroyed
equipment. (Note: This is an area of responsibility
for the NEMS Equipment Manager. However, since the
full-time property custodian program is under the
cognizance of the equipment organization, the
property custodian becomes a key interface between
the equipment organization and the equipment user,
and, therefore, can fulfill this area of
responsibility. This interface is vital to the full-
time property custodian program.)
\ 3-3
"3-105 Responsibility of the Individual _
a. Each employee is responsible for Government property
as set forth in the Standards of Ethical Conduct for
Employees of the Executive Branch, issued by the U.S.
office of Government Ethics, 57 Federal Register
35006-35067, as follows: "An employee has a duty to
protect and conserve Government property and shall
not use such property, or allow its use, for other
than authorized purposes." Also see NHB 4200.1,
paragraph 3.304, concerning Government employee
disciplinary action.
Do Additional responsibilities of the individual
include:
(1) Reporting any missing or untagged (meeting the
criteria for control) equipment, transfer,
location change, or user change of equipment to
the cognizant property custodian.
(2)
(3)
Notifying the cognizant property custodian,
supervisor, and the Installation Security
Officer immediately if theft of Government
property is suspected,
Ensuring that such equipment is used only in
pursuit of approved NASA programs and projects.
(4) Identifying equipment not being actively used in
pursuit of approved NASA programs and projects.
(5) Ensuring that equipment is turned in to the
Property Disposal officer through the cognizant
property custodian when no longer needed. Under
no circumstances will an employee throw away
Government equipment.
(6) At Installations with full-time property
custodians, assigned users retain all
responsibilities including notifying cognizant
property custodians of all activity associated
with the user's assigned equipment.
•3-106 NASA Contractors and Contracting Officers
a. NASA contractors are responsible for equipment and
other property as set forth in the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR), the NASA/FAR
Supplement, and the applicable contract.
3-4
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NASA on-site support contractors operating under
NASA/FAR Supplement 18-52.245-71, "Installation
Provided Government Property", have the same
responsibilities as the Installation equipment users
in paragraph 3-105 of this Part.
Contracting officers are responsible for ensuring
that Government-owned equipment furnished to
contractors or acquired by contractors to the
Government's account is managed pursuant to the
provisions of the contract. In authorizing the
providing of equipment, contracting officers will
ensure that:
(1) Requirements are verified by the appropriate
project office;
(2) Written determinations are executed by the
appropriate Installation official pursuant to
FAR 45.302-I(a)(4) and NASA/FAR Supplement
18-45.302-1;
(3) Existing Government assets are screened pursuant
to NASA/FAR Supplement 18-45.502-71, and
18-52.245-70.
(4) NEMS reportable data required from contractors
are received in acceptable form and within the
time period specified in NASA/FAR Supplement 18-
45.505-670; and
(5) NASA requirements for property management by
contractors are made known to other agencies to
which property administration has been
delegated.
NEMS Equipment Manager
The NEMS Equipment Manager, appointed by the Supply and
Equipment Management Officer, is the key interface
between the equipment organization and the property
custodians and equipment users. A NEMS Equipment Manager
is primarily responsible for:
*a. Designating NEMS Equipment Management personnel, as
approved by the Supply and Equipment Management
Officer (see NHB 4200.1, paragraph 1.311q), who are
responsible for:
(i) Identifying, categorizing, classifying, and
coding all existing and newly acquired
L 3-5
*b.
*C.
(2)
Installation equipment and contractor-held
equipment.
Reviewing NF 1602's submitted by property
custodians.
(3) Assisting property custodians and equipment
users.
Note: If under the full-time property custodian
program and at the discretion of the NEMS Equipment
Manager, part of the above responsibilities may be
delegated to the property custodian. See paragraphs
3-i04a & b.
Establishing appropriate controls and maintaining
adequate records for all equipment at the
Installation.
Ensuring NEMS regularly scheduled and on request
reports are periodically reviewed, revised as needed,
and produced as scheduled.
d. Controlling global changes to the NEMS data base. A
global change will change all records for the
specific data element selected. It is restricted to
the NEMS Equipment Manager's use and must be approved
by the Supply and Equipment Management officer, or
designee.
e. Controlling record data changes, A record data
change will change one or more data elements in a
single record. It is restricted to the NEMS
Equipment Manager's use.
*f.
*g.
*h.
*i.
Ensuring the designation of property management areas
and that property custodians are appointed and
trained for each property management area.
Providing property custodians with individual
transaction documents for each item of controlled
equipment and a summary report of all controlled
equipment items for which they have been charged.
Reviewing the records and performance of property
custodians.
Developing the cyclic and sensitive item inventory
schedules.
V
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.j.
*k.
*i.
Reconciling and adjusting equipment records as a
result of inventory actions.
Ensuring the Supply and Equipment Management
Officer's review of equipment record adjustments
resulting from inventory to determine any actions
needed to reduce the necessity for future
adjustments, including the need for greater attention
to prescribed controls or better procedural guidance.
Documenting inventory results for submittal by the
Supply and Equipment Management Officer to division
directors/chiefs and property custodians.
NEMS Control
After the NEMS Equipment Manager and the NEMS Cataloger
have reviewed a NEMS add transaction, NEMS Control
(located within the Installation's equipment management
organization) is responsible for entering the final
transaction data on the receiving report and proofing the
document for completeness. This final transaction
information is then keyed into the data base via a remote
terminal and the receiving report is microfilmed. All
necessary data has been recorded at this point and an NF
1602 is generated and forwarded to the accountable
property custodian.
% 3-7
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vPART IV
NASA FORM 1602, NASA EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (NEMS)
TRANSACTION DOCUMENT
(THE PROPERTY CUSTODIAN'S SYSTEM CONTROL DOCUMENT)
4-100
,4-i01
Purpose and Use
a. The NF 1602 is the standard NASA form that reflects
equipment information contained in the NEMS data
base, that controls all equipment transactions after
initial entry into the NEMS data base, and that
serves as the property custodian's detailed record
for each assigned equipment item.
Do The property custodian maintains the complete 4-part
set of the form until a new transaction is initiated.
When a custodian initiates a new transaction, the
custodian holds the Suspense Copy (Copy 4) and
forwards the rest of the form to the NEMS Equipment
Manager for processing. Copy 2 is given to
Transportation when the transaction involves movement
of the equipment item. Copy 3 is held by a gaining
Property Custodian when accountability is
transferring from one custodian to another. Copy i,
the original, is used by NEMS Control to update the
transaction data within NEMS and is forwarded to
Financial Management, if required, for update of the
accountable records.
Co If an NF 1602 is accidentally lost, damaged, or
destroyed at the time an accountable property
custodian needs to submit a new transaction, the
custodian may request the NEMS Equipment Manager to
generate another copy of the form.
Sample Form
The NF 1602 is a multi-part form 5 1,/2" X 8 1/2" in size
(see reduced sample in Figure 1 or full-size sample in
Appendix N). It is a computer generated form containing
integral data elements extracted from the NEMS data base,
and transaction, approval and signature blocks (see
paragraph 4-102).
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NASA EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (NEMS) TRANSACTION DOCUMENT
EOUIPMEN'r
_NO
_0 COI)E
_ STOP
IS
t
RESERVED r-OR LOC/_L DATA
H J_JI, ROOUS S
CAL_RATED CALII_RAT1044 L'_UE MATI_qSAL I._ET_L
t RUTH RtZED BY ROPER Y U T DIAN {typed or printed name Ind Idgnalure)
typ or print name an s gnllum
[as ippm,p_l i|e)
33 REMARKS (iS necsstJa_y)
34 APPROVAL (as rllqu_red) S_gnature srld TiUe Dire
APPROVAL (as required} SiQt',ature and Title Date
35
Note.Use typewriter or black ball-point pen.)
NASA FORM 1802 MAR 89 PREVIOUS E D_TIONS ARE OESOLETE_
TRANSACTION N/_,IE
COPY 1-NEMS CONTROL
TRANSACTIONS
CUIITOOU_ ACCOUNT [] _M)
EOU;PMEN'r LOCAT_O_ []
STATUSX:O_O_I"K_ GOOE _ ('JO)
USER _UMBEIq [] (3_*
EOM_OVV_rD Ou_. _E'r_qNEO [] (_)
LON_.F._SE OUT [] (,_
LOAN_JUU_ OUT,RETURNED [] (4_)
U3kq POOL OUT [] (_1_
LOAN II_ OUT- RIETUCtNI_D [] {43)
IT_E _ [] _44}
¢roK_OE nE'rUnNEO [] (_S)
EXCESS TUrN-In [] (ll_
flEP_S [] (S4)
RECORD C_ANGE []
TRANSFER TO &MOT_'IIEN
NASA INSTAUJ,¢IO_ [] _I_I
TRANiFEIt TO OaR [] IMI
'rRAk_ER OI_E _rO
CO_TI_:TOR [] NTI
L[ASE_N RETURkI[D [] i(_l
SUnVEY [] (7_1
MOOIk"V _ ANN}IIALIZIE [] I_q
_o,_.. _.-- _ ,,,,
34 NEW ENTRY IqEFI[REkCE NO
IIIIIIIIII
Figure 1
4-102 Characteristics o_ Form
The NF 1602 has the following characteristics of
importance to the user of the form:
el Brief instructions for use are on the reverse side of
the Suspense Copy (Copy 4) of the form.
b. Transactions are initiated by checking the
appropriate block(s) in the right-hand column and by
following individual instructions for Blocks 31-34.
C • Data in Blocks 1-28 and 36-38 are always
computer-generated. Any changes submitted by a
property custodian for Blocks 1-28 are always
annotated in Block 33, Remarks. Blocks 36-38 show
the control numbers assigned for the last
transaction, the last transaction number, and the
last transaction name for ready reference• Block 39
is annotated by hand in NEMS Control at the time a
new transaction is being processed. Once a
transaction has been completed, the new entry
reference number that was noted in Block 39 of the
4-2
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*e.
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input transaction becomes the Block 36 entry
reference number on the new NF 1602 that is generated
for the accountable custodian's file.
_ote: At times, NEMS Control may find it necessary
to make a correction to an equipment record, which
will generate a new NF 1602 for the accountable
custodian. As a result, it is possible for the
custodian to receive more than one NF 1602 at the
same time. The custodian can identify the most
current transaction, and therefore the most current
form to be filed, by reviewing Block 36. Block 36 is
I0 positions consisting of:
Positions 1-2
Positions 3-6
Positions 7-10
Installation number (see
Appendix H for your Installation
number)
Julian date (yddd)
Sequence number assigned each
transaction during the day,
starting each day with 0001.
Therefore, if a custodian has received two NF 1602's
for the same item, one, for example, with an entry
reference number of 0131960010, and the other with an
entry reference number of 0131960015, the latter
entry reference number is the most current.
Blocks i, 8, 9, i0, II, and 12 are outlined for
easily identifying the equipment control number,
accountable property custodian, organization mail
stop, and location.
The equipment control number (I), cost (3), date NASA
acquired (17), Federal supply class (7),
manufacturer's name (13), model no. (14), and serial
no. (15) are only changed by a property custodian if
erroneous data is suspected in these fields. The
property custodian should discuss possible errors
with the NEMS Equipment Manager for verification
prior to submittal of Transaction 60, Record Change.
Supporting documentation information may be recorded
in Block 24, local data. NEMS Control will use this
field to record data critical to the identification
and tracking of an equipment item or to supplement
information on a transaction. Property custodians
may request, or provide information such as equipment
characteristics, document and shipper numbers, etc.,
for input to the local data field.
4-3
go The user's name will print out in Block 35 for those
items with a user assigned.
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PART V - OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
5-100 Initial Acquisition of Equipment
*a. NEMS provides one basic process for adding each
equipment item record to its data base. The process
can be seen, in part, through the responsibilities
outlined in Part III. However, to provide the user
with background information on how a NEMS equipment
record is created for a new item, a brief overview of
the process is described as follows: When an
equipment item has been received at an Installation's
receiving dock, receiving personnel execute the
receiving document that authorized the purchase,
transfer, loan, or lease acquisition. At that time,
if the item meets controlled equipment criteria, it
is tagged and the receiving document is forwarded to
the Equipment Manager, who completes further data on
the receiving document that is required to identify
the equipment• The completed identification is then
provided by the NEMS Cataloger, who ensures that a
standard item name, manufacturer code, and model
number is entered on the receiving document.
b. The receiving document is then forwarded to NEMS
Control where final data is added to create a
complete record for the item of equipment. The
receiving document is microfilmed and forwarded to
financial management, while the data is keyed into
the NEMS computer via a remote terminal. The final
processing at NEMS Control updates the master file,
generates an NF 1602, and produces a daily
transaction listing for NEMS Control.
C • Finally, the accountable property custodian receives
the executed NF 1602 and, once a month, a listing of
all transactions for the custodian's account. The
monthly listing includes newly acquired items, the
processing of which has been described in paragraph
5-1OOa, and all other equipment transactions, further
described in Part VI of this Handbook.
*Note: If equipment is received untagged, the
recipient or the property custodian must promptly
inform the equipment organization in order to
determine appropriate control. If operating under
the full-time property custodian program, the
property custodian can make the determination for
control and tag appropriate items. See paragraph
5-i01c for Found on Station reporting.
5-1
5-101 Identification of Equipment
a. Under the description of an acquisition, as described
in paragraph 5-100 of this Part, the NEMS process
concerns controlled equipment. It is important for
the users of equipment to understand the difference
between controlled and noncontrolled equipment and
how to recognize the difference by looking at the
items of equipment found within a property
custodian's account.
(1) Controlled equipment has a visible bar-coded tag
on the equipment. Bar-coded tags are black on
silver aluminum and are 5/8" X 1 13/16" (15.88 X
46.04mm) in size, as shown below:
(2) If a controlled equipment item is very small, a
"mini" tag is used. Mini-tags are black on
silver aluminum and are 1/4" X i" (6.350 X
25.400mm) in size, as shown below:
- IBIliW|iHliiliiH --1
U8. GOVT.PROP. 026003
V
*b.
*(3) Controlled equipment on loan or lease to NASA
has a black-on-white, bar-coded paper tag 5/8" X
1 3/8" (15.88 X 34.925 mm) in size, as shown
I Lease or Loan 1UtRilll i i mll
L 3999
below:
NASA's definition of controlled equipment is as
follows: all equipment with an acquisition cost of
$i,000 or more, that has an estimated service life of
2 years or more, which will not be consumed or
expended in an experiment; and selected items of
equipment, with an acquisition cost of more than
$I00, designated and identified as sensitive by the
holding Installation. (Acquisition cost includes all
'add-ons' such as internal cards/modems for personal
computers.) Sensitive equipment requires a stringent
5-2
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degree of control due to the pilferable or hazardous
nature of the item (See Appendix L, NASA Minimum
Standard Sensitive Items List).
*(I) Property custodians are required to assign
sensitive items to individual users, who will
acknowledge receipt by signing the NF 1602,
which is used as the custodian's control record.
The property custodian can identify sensitive
items by looking for an "N" (noncapital
sensitive) or a "P" (capital sensitive) in the
capital/sensitive code block of the NF 1602.
Assignment of sensitive items to individual
users is important since a property custodian
must undergo a i00 percent inventory of
sensitive items if the random sample items are
not produced, or documented as being on loan,
within 24 hours (See paragraph 5-I03c).
=
*C.
_: Under the full-time property custodian
program, it is advised that all equipment be
assigned to an individual user. This is
important since a property custodian is
responsible for a large amount of equipment.
Controllable equipment not tagged, or equipment with
a NASA bar code tag that does not exist in NEMS, is
reported on NASA Form 1618 "Found on Station
Equipment Investigation." See Appendix E.
(I) The property custodian will complete the top of
Form 1618, except for Federal Stock Number and
Document Number. Equipment Control Number (ECN)
must be noted if item has NASA bar code tag.
The circumstances for allowing equipment to be
brought on-site without NEMS control must be
investigated by the custodian to clarify receipt
of equipment. Documents supporting acquisition
will be a£tached to the Found on Station form.
An explanatlon o_ clrcumstances must be provided
in Part I, Sec£ion 2.
(2) The user will asSis£ £he property custodian in
completing theFound on Station form and
provide/investigate circumstances explaining
being on-site without control. The user will
sign in designated block.
(3) The division director/chief will complete and
sign Part II to indicate control procedures that
will be used to prevent the recurrence of
5-3
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uncontrolled equipment located in the property
management area.
(4) After investigation, research, and approvals
are complete, NEMS Control will input equipment
record as a Transaction 12 (Receipt from Found
on Station). Equipment will be tagged if not
already done so, and NEMS Control will annotate
ECN on NF 1618 and process the transaction. The
property custodian will then receive an NF 1602
for addition of item to the NEMS database.
Noncontrolled equipment, i.e., equipment items not
designated as sensitive which have an acquisition
cost of less than $I,000, will be affixed with a
"Property of U.S. Government" decal, NASA Form 1517
or 1517A, except when not physically or
technologically feasible. The NASA Form 1517 is a
1-inch circular decal printed in blue on brushed
aluminum material. NASA Form !517A is a smaller
version of the 1517, used on small items of
noncontrolled equipment. Both decals are shown
below:
Form 1517 Form 1517A
Standard NEMS Reports for Property Custodians
There are four standard reports that NEMS will produce
for property custodian use on a scheduled basis:
a. Custodian Monthly Transaction Report (NEMS Report
0201. Property custodians will receive from NEMS
Control a report of all transactions (add, changes,
and deletes) accepted into the NEMS data base each
month (see Appendix B). The report will be sequenced
by custodian number and name and will provide, by
transaction number sort, the equipment control number
(ECN), entry reference number, data element
description, and equipment description for each item.
The report also provides the total number of
transactions accepted. Property custodians should
ensure that all transactions are accepted and
processed through NEMS as submitted.
5-4
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Custodian Account Property Report (NEMS Reports 140
and 141). Property custodians will receive from N_MS
Control a complete report of all controlled equipment
items assigned to their accounts on a semiannual or
quarterly basis (see Appendix C). The property
custodian should have an NF 1602 for each record
listed and, if desired, can verify the accuracy of
the report data through a comparison with the NF
1602's. This report can be generated on request if
the up-to-date status of a complete account is
needed•
Equipment Utilization Review Report (NEMS Report
720). Annually, the director of the using
directorate or major organizational unit will ensure
that equipment assigned to the organization is
properly utilized and maintained, with inactive or
underutilized equipment being turned in to the supply
and equipment organization for reutilization
screening. NEMS Control will annually produce a
report of all equipment by division and property
custodian number for division chiefs and property
custodians in order to conduct the annual equipment
utilization review (see Appendix D). This report
provides space for annotation of current equipment
status. The results of the review will be forwarded
to the Supply and Equipment Management Officer for
action.
Those reports generated for property custodians as a
result of physical inventory are discussed in
paragraph 5-i03b.
Additional NEMS generated reports beneficial to
property custodians for tracking status of assigned
equipment are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Loaned in Equipment Expiration Report (NEMS
Report 130)
Loaned out Equipment Expiration Report (NEMS
Report 131)
Leased in Equipment Return Candidate List (NEMS
Report 132)
Leased out Equipment Return Candidate List (NEMS
Report 133)
Borrowed Equipment Return Candidate List (NEMS
Report 134)
Off-site for Repair Report (NEMS Report 137)
Idle Equipment Report (NEMS Reports 194 and 195)
Repair Equipment Report (NEMS Reports 196 and
197)
J
5-103 Inventory P_Qc_du_es
There are three types of inventories that affect property
custodians and technical users of equipment: cyclic,
sensitive, and new custodian.
*a. Cyclic Inventory
(1) A complete physical inventory will be taken at
each Installation at least once every 3 years.
This requires a total "wall-to-wall,
floor-to-ceiling,, sighting and recording of all
controlled equipment items, including those that
meet control criteria but are unrecorded. The
Supply and Equipment Management Officer will
inform property custodians, in writing, of a
planned inventory at least 30 calendar days in
advance, including instructions as to prior
actions to be taken to expedite the inventory.
One such action will be ensuring the property
custodian has a current record of all controlled
equipment charged to the custodian's area.
*(2) Property custodians will cooperate with
inventory personnel during the conduction of an
inventory in their area. Inventory personnel
will proceed through the custodian's area with
hand-held portable data terminals equipped with
optical scanners that read bar-coded equipment
labels and store the information in the
terminal's memory. The data recorded in the
memory is transmitted via download to a PC,
where the inventory data is transferred to,
recorded, and updated in the NEMS data base.
*b. Cyclic Inventory Reports and Actions
*(1) within 30 working days after completion of a
cyclic inventory in a property management area,
the cognizant property custodian and appropriate
division director/chief will receive a report of
the results of the inventory. (Local reporting
procedures should be set for Installations using
the inventory by location option.) This report
will include the following information along
with applicable NEMS generated reports:
(a) start and completion dates of the
inventory;
V
*C.
(b) number and value of recorded items charged
to the property custodial account which
were found in the area;
(c) number and value of recorded items charged
to another property custodial account which
were found in the area and not covered by
documented loans;
(d) number and value of recorded items charged
to the property custodial account which
were not found in the area and not covered
by documented loans; and
*(e) number and approximate value of unrecorded
items found in the area which meet the
criteria for control.
(2) In addition' specific instructions will be given
to the property custodian in order to resolve
discrepancies and adjust the records.
(3) The property custodian will be allowed a maximum
of 30 working days for correction of the cited
discrepancies and submission of survey reports,
unless an extension in writing has been granted
by the Supply and Equipment Management officer.
A suspense file will be maintained by the Supply
and Equipment Management officer, and failure of
any property custodian or division director/
chief to respond satisfactorily will be brought
promptly to the attention of appropriate
management officials.
(4) After all accounts within a division have been
completed, the Supply and Equipment Management
officer will provide the responsible division
director/chlef with a summary report of all
accounts within the division following
subparagraphs b(1)(a)-(e) above and an analysis
of the results of this inventory versus the
previous cyclic inventory.
Sensitive Inventory_
Annually, the Supply and Equipment Management officer
will direct unannounced inventories of 20 percent or
more of the Installation's sensitive items. The
representative 20 percent of each custodian account
or property management area will be a random sampling
generated by NEMS Report 190, 20% Sensitive Item
Inventory. A property custodian must undergo a i00
percent inventory of sensitive items if the random
sample items are not produced, or documented as being
on loan, within 24 hours. If an annual inventory is
conducted, the 20 percent sensitive item inventory
requirement is waived.
d. New Property Custodian Inventory
*(1) Inventories of property management accounts/
areas will be taken when a new property
custodian is assigned. Newly assigned property
custodians may, if locally prescribed, contact
inventory personnel for assistance in taking a
complete inventory through optical bar-code
scanning of all controlled equipment in their
accounts/areas before assuming property
custodian responsibilities. As with all types
of inventories, a new custodian's objectives are
to:
(a) Verify that recorded equipment is still on
hand.
(b) Confirm or determine current location and
custodial responsibiiities for equipment.
(c) Identify unrecorded equipment which
qualifies for control.
(d) Locate or identify missing equipment.
(e) Identify equipmentobvioUsly unused or in
need of repair.
*(2) ....Under the full-time property custodian program,
official transfer of accountability will occur
between previous and new property custodians to
the extent prescribed by the Supply and
Equipment Management Officer. This may or may
not include a I00 percent inventory.
V
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PART VI - PROCEDURES FOR EQUIPMENT TRANSACTIONS
Introduction
, Each equipment transaction initiated by a property
custodian must be processed and controlled through NEMS
by the use of the NF 1602. The reporting forms and
requirements for transactions that can be initiated by a
property custodian i.e., changes and deletes, on behalf
of the custodian's organization, are described below.
*Note: Whenever a requested transaction requires
additional document(s) to the NF 1602 (see p. viii), and
all required approvals are on the additional document(s),
it is not necessary to obtain the same signatures on the
NF 1602. Also, when a transaction requires equipment
movement by Transportation, the initiating custodian must
so annotate in Block 33 of the NF 1602. If known,
completion of Blocks 29 and 30 for approximate weight and
cubic feet will aid Transportation.
Change@
a. Custodian Account Transfer. Transaction 26
(Custodian Account change) is used whenever an
equipment item is transferred from one property
custodian's account to another. This change may
occur for a n_er of reasons, e.g., the equipment
user transfers to another property management area
and takes equipment item, or one property management
area agrees another area has a greater need for an
equipment item, or reorganizations create changes in
the composition of custodian accounts. A custodian
account change may create other transaction changes,
too. In particular, the equipment location may
change. Also, the user of the equipment may change.
When a custodian account changes, and the location
and/or user are known and change at the same time,
Transactions 26, 29, and 31 may be submitted at the
same time, as follows:
(1) When a property custodian wants to transfer an
equipment item from his/her account to another
property custodian account, the custodian pulls
the appropriate NF 1602 from the file and (a)
checks Transaction 26, 29, and 31, as
appropriate; and (b) completes Block 31. The
initiating property custodian then completes the
transfer transaction in conjunction with the
gaining custodian's acceptance of the
_b.
transferred item. The accepting custodian will
complete Block 32, including account number and
new location. If the equipment user's name or
number is required (or desired) and known, the
accepting custodian will annotate the user's
name or number in Block 33, and also have the
user sign for the item in Block 33.
(2) The losing custodian must ensure the NF 1602 is
forwarded to the NEMS Equipment Manager for
processing. The losing custodian retains Copy 4
of the completed form until the Custodian
Monthly Transaction Report (NEMS Report 020, see
Appendix B sample) shows the item has been
removed from his/her account.
(3) The gaining custodian retains Copy 3 of the
completed form until NEMS Control forwards the
custodian an updated NF 1602 adding the item to
the gaining custodian's account.
(4) If the initiating custodian indicates on the NF
1602 that an equipment item cannot be
transferred by hand, then the NEMS Equipment
Manager, or other designated individual,
arranges for Transportation pickup after receipt
of the completed NF 1602. In such cases, the
losing custodian may hold Copy 2 of the NF 1602
for attachment to the equipment item at the time
of transportation pickup.
EauiDment Location
*(i) _ Equipmen£ location by building (or area) is
required in NEMS; equipment location by room is
optional. The Installation Supply and Equipment
Management Officer will determine the
Installation's level of--iocation control based
upon personai-judgment and Installation needs.
An individual property custodian-may choose more
stringent location control, if desired. That
is, if the Installation requirement is building
location only, each custodian may further
identify equipment to the room location. (Note:
It is recommended, if using the full-time
property custodian program, to identify
equipment to the room location.)
(2) When an equipment item is changing location but
remaining in the same property custodian
account, the accountable property custodian may
V
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*(3)
(4)
*(5)
update the record for equipment location by
submitting change Transaction 29. If the
equipment user (Transaction 31) is identified
and also changing, both change transactions may
be submitted at the same time, as follows:
(a) The accountable property custodian pulls
the appropriate NF 1602 from the file and
(i) checks Transactions 29 and 31, as
appropriate; (ii) completes Block 31;
(iii) obtains user's signature and new
location in Block 32; and (iv) forwards the
form to the NEMS Equipment Manager for
processing.
(b) The property custodian retains Copy 4 of
the NF 1602 as a suspense copy, and will
receive a new NF 1602 for file. The
accountable custodian can verify the
transaction by reviewing the Custodian
Monthly Transaction Report provided by NEMS
Control.
Sensitive equipment items, as identified in Part
V, paragraph 5-101b(1) must be assigned to an
individual user whose name (which is converted
to a number) is entered on the NEMS equipment
control record. Custodians may find it
necessary to control sensitive equipment items
by room location in order to meet the
requirement of producing all sensitive items
charged to the account within 24 hours if not on
documented loan. Sensitive items are identified
on the NF 1602 in Block 4: N=Noncapital
Sensitive, P=Capital Sensitive. (Note: See
reverse side of NF 1602 for definition of all
Capital/Sensitive Codes.)
When a physical inventory has been conducted
within a property custodian's account, any
locations that do not agree with the NEMS
equipment record will be resolved between the
accountable custodian and the NEMS Equipment
Manager/NEMS Control. NEMS Control will then
process location changes found as a result of
physical inventory.
Also see subparagraphs a and d(1) for equipment
location changes made at the same time as a
change in custodian account or user number.
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Status/Condition Code
Status codes reflect the degree of availability
of an equipment item and are used in NEMS to
facilitate optimum equipment reuse consistent
with program requirements and priorities,
economics, and common sense. The equipment
availability status codes are:
A - Active-Assigned
B - Inactive-Assigned
C - Inactive-Unassigned
D - Excess
For ready reference, definitions of status codes
are shown on the reverse side of the NF 1602.
Detailed definitions of the status codes may be
found in Appendix I of this Handbook. The
current status code for an equipment item is
found in Block 5 of the NF 1602.
*(2) Condition codes indic_£_ _ the physical condition
and useability of equipment items within NEMS.
For ready reference, definitions of condition
codes are shown on the reverse side of the NF
1602. Detailed definitions of the codes may be
found in Appendix J of this Handbook. The
condition codes enhance the visibility of
equipment items identified as available in
status codes B, C, or D by providing a potential
user with the condition of an equipment item.
Condition codes are required for items
identified in status codes B, C, or D. The
current condition code for an equipment item is
found in Block 6 of the NF 1602.
(3) An accountable pr0perty custodian may be
informed of changes required in equipment
availability or equipment condition in a number
of ways. For instance, a custodian may
personally observe apparent inactive equipment
for which he/she should question the user on its
degree of use; a user may report a change in
equipment availability or condition to the
accountable custodian; the inventory team may
question the degree of use or condition based on
obviously unused or in need of repair items that
are inventoried; division directors/chiefs
identify and report to property custodians
inactive or underutilized equipment and
V
(4)
maintenance needs of equipment during the annual
walkthrough inspections.
Once an equipment item has been identified for
status code and/or condition code change, the
accountable property custodian pulls the
appropriate NF 1602 from the file and (a) checks
Transaction 30; (b) completes Block 31; (c)
annotates new status code and condition code, as
applicable, in Block 33; (d) retains Copy 4 of
the NF 1602 as a suspense copy; and (e) forwards
the form to NEMS Control for processing. The
property custodian will receive a new NF 1602
for file and can verify the transaction by
reviewing the Custodian Monthly Transaction
Report provided by NEMS Control.
d. User Number
(i)
(2)
When an equipment item is controlled as a
sensitive item, it must be assigned to an
individual user and entered on the accountable
custodian's control record. Other controlled
equipment items will be assigned to individual
users at the discretion of the accountable
property custodian. As indicated in
subparagraphs a and b, when the user number
(Transaction 31) is changing at the same time as
the custodian account and/or the equipment
location, these transactions may be submitted
for update on a single NF 1602.
In those cases where an equipment item is shared
(e.g., in a laboratory), but the item requires
assignment to an individual user, it is
recommended that the accountable property
custodian identify one of the users as the
individual responsible for locating the item.
If any one of the individual users is unwilling
to have an equipment item assigned to him/her,
the supervisor for the area will assign an
individual user. Individual users are most
important for sensitive items because a property
custodian is required to produce all sensitive
items charged to the account and not on
documented loan within 24 hours.
*(3) When using the full-time property custodian
program, it is recommended that all controlled
equipment be assigned an individual user, as the
6-5
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property custodian is responsible for a large
amount of equipment items.
(4) NEMS Control will assign a user number to each
individual user and maintain a table of the user
numbers cross-referenced to the users' names.
(s) When the user number is being changed, the
accountable property custodian pulls the
appropriate NF 1602 from the file and (a) checks
Transaction 31, and 29 if appropriate;
(b) completes Block 31; (c) obtains user's
signature and new location, if applicable, in
Block 32; (d) annotates user's number if already
assigned and known in Block 33; (e) retains Copy
4 of the NF 1602 as a suspense copy; and (f)
forwards the form to NEMS Control for
processing. The property custodian will receive
a new NF 1602 for file and can verify the
transaction by reviewing the Custodian Monthly
Transaction Report provided by NEMS Control.
Outgoing EquiDment Loans/Leases add BorrQws
(Transactions 38-39-40-41-42-437
(i) There are four types of outgoing equipment loans
that may be used by an organization:
loans/leases to outside organizations, borrows
between NASA Installations, borrows between
property custodians, and loans to employees for
off-site use.
(2) The term "borrow" is used for items moving
within NASA for temporary use. The term "loan"
is used for items moving outside NASA, or off-
site, for temporary use (also see subparagraph k
for on-site equipment "loan" pools).
(3) Loan vs. borroW.
Off Cente=
Equipment loan pools Outside organizations, e.g.,
only (see par. Government agencies,
6-101k). colleges/universities.
Borrow From one property
custodian to another
property custodian.
Off-site use by an employee.
Other NASA Installation.
V
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Note: Loan and borrow change transactions apply
to Installation-held equipment only. Transfers
of Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) to
contractors or grantees are processed as delete
transactions (see paragraph 6-I02a(3)).
Borrows between Custodians and Other NASA
Installations
Items to be borrowed by another NASA Installation
will be implemented through locally established
documentation with the Supply and Equipment
Management Officer of the requesting Installation.
Equipment borrows between NASA Installations will not
normally exceed i year. Equipment required for more
than 1 year will be transferred if no requirement
exists at the holding Installation. Items to be
borrowed by another custodian are authorized and
recommended for all short-term uses in lieu of
purchasing new equipment. Borrows for less than 60
days are controlled by the lending custodian, who
annotates the Custodian Account Property Report or NF
1602, as appropriate, as to the user, location, date
borrowed and date borrow due. Borrows for over 60
days are processed through the NEMS Equipment Manager
and NEMS Control. The following procedures apply to
borrows between custodians for 60 days or more, or
borrows by other NASA Installations.
(I) Steps to be taken:
When a property custodian receives a request to
temporarily transfer an item to another NASA
Installation, the custodian first obtains a
Request for Shipment from the requesting program
office. For other Installation and other
custodian borrows, the accountable custodian
pulls the appropriate NF 1602 from the file and
(a) follows local procedures for approval -
Block 34 may be used for any required approval
signature(s); (b) checks Transaction 38; and
(c) enters the following data:
Block 31 - Signature, Date, Telephone, and
Equipment Location
Block 33 - For custodian borrow:
New User Name or Number, if known.
Date Borrowed.
Date Borrow Due.
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New Location, if known.
Condition Code, if changed.
Block 33 - For Installation borrQw (include only
if not shown on an attached shipping document):
V
New User Name or Number, if known.
Date Borrowed.
Date Borrow Due.
Zip Code for New Location, if known.
Condition Code, if changed.
(2)
The accountable custodian then pulls Copy 4 as a
Suspense Copy and (a) forwards the completed NF
1602 and Request for Shipment to the NEMS
Control for processing Installation borrows; or,
(b) obtains borrower's signature in Block 32
(borrower retains Copy 3) and ensures completed
NF 1602 is forwarded to the NEMS Control for
processing custodian borrows.
The NE_Equipmen_-M-anage¥_khen_follows "
Installation procedures for releaslng t_e
equipment to Shipping for borrows by another
Installation, Or for arranging pickup, if
required, to move equipment to another
custodian. The accountable custodian may hold
Copy 2 of the NF 1602 for attachment to an
equipment item to be picked up by
Transportation.
*(3) The shipping document becomes the input document
that allows NEMS Control to generate new data,
as applicable, in Blocks 5, 6, 20, 18, 19, 36,
37, and 38 of the NF 1602. The accountable
custodian will receive a new NF 1602 for file
and can verify that the transaction was accepted
by reviewing the Custodian Monthly Transaction
Report provided by NEMS Control on a monthly
basis._ _
(4) The NEMS Equipment Manager will receive through
NEMS Control on a monthly basis (or on requeSt)
a Borrowed Equipment Return Candidate List (NEMS
Report 134). Using this list, the NEMS
Equipment Manager wili coh£act the accountable
property custodian to de£ermine the status of a
pending Installation borrow, recommending to the
lending organization that equipment extended for
use over 1 year be transferred to the other
Installation or custodian. The Supply and
Lgo
Equipment Management Officer at the lending
Installation will approve borrows for a duration
of more than 1 year. The NEMS Equipment Manager
will authorize NEMS Control to update the NEMS
data base according to the borrow status.
_Qrrows between Custodians and Other NASA
Installations - Returned
*(i) Steps to be taken for the return of items
borrowed by other Installations:
(a) Direct delivery: When borrowed out items
are returned to the originating property
custodian's organization directly, the
custodian pulls the appropriate NF 1602
from suspense file, checks Transaction 39,
and enters the following data:
Block 31 - Signature, Date, Telephone, and
Equipment Location.
Block 33 - Any change in user, condition or
status code.
The property custodian then pulls Copy 4 as
a suspense copy and forwards the completed
NF 1602 to NEMS Control for processing.
The custodian then receives a new NF 1602
for file and can verify the transaction by
reviewing the Custodian Monthly Transaction
Report provided by NEMS Control.
(b) Central Receiving: When borrowed out items
are returned, as required, to Central
Receiving, NEMS Control is notified via
Receiving and Inspection Report from
Receiving. At this point, appropriate data
fields are updated based on Receiving
documentation. The property custodian may
be contacted to verify the new location and
status code. The property custodian will
receive a new NF 1602 for file, if
requested, and can verify the transaction
byreviewing the Custodian Monthly
Transaction Report provided by NEMS
Control.
(2) Steps to be taken for the return of items
borrowed by another custodian for more than 60
days:
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(a) Borrowing custodian pulls suspense Copy 3
of the NF 1602 from his/her file and
returns the equipment item to the
accountable custodian, or arranges for
Transportation to return the item, if
necessary. Since the borrowing custodian
did not accept accountability, it is not
necessary for the borrowing custodian to
maintain documentation.
(b)
(c)
When the accountable custodian receives the
returned equipment item, he/she pulls the
appropriate NF 1602 from the suspense file,
checks Transaction 39, has the borrowing
custodian complete Block 31, then the
accountable custodian completes Block 32.
The borrowing custodian may retain Copy 3
of the form, if desired. The accountable
custodian pulls Copy 4 as a Suspense Copy
and forwards the completed NF 1602 to NEMS
Control for processing.
The accountable property custodian will
receive a new NF 1602 for file and can
verify the transaction by reviewing the
Custodian Monthly Transaction Report
providedbyNEMS Control.
h. LOaDs/Leases to Outside Organizations
(1) It is NASA policy to make equipment available
outside NASA only on a temporary basis normally
not to exceed 1 year. Such loans will be
covered by a formal loan agreement, developed by
the Installation, which sets forth appropriate
requirements for use and accountability. This
agreement will be concurred in by the
authorizing official, the Supply and Equipment
Management officer, and the Chief Counsel, and
will be approved by the Installation Director
(or designee)._ r
Note: Equipment wiil n0t be held by an
Installation solely for the purpose of a loan.
NASA's equipment loans are granted with the
understa_ng that a specific need still exists
at the loaning Installation. Inactive equipment
must be turned in for reutilization or disposal.
V
L--
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(2) NASA's loan policy is discussed in more detail
in NHB 4200.1, paragraph 1.211. Loans to profit-
making organizations are discussed in paragraph
3.405.
(3) Steps to be taken:
(4)
.(s)
(6)
When a property custodian has an item for
outside loan that meets NASA's loan policy
requirements, the custodian contacts the Supply
and Equipment Management Officer to arrange for
an approved loan agreement. After the loan
agreement is approved, the property custodian
ensures a shipping document is prepared. The
custodian then pulls the appropriate NF 1602
from the file and (a) obtains division
director/chief approval in Block 34, if not
shown on loan agreement; (b) checks Transaction
40; and (c) enters the following data:
Block 31 - Signature, Date, Telephone, and
Equipment Location.
Block 33 (Include only if not shown on an
attached 10a n agreement.) - date loaned, loan
document number (if known), date loan due,
condition code, and zip code for new location,
if known;
The custodian then pulls Copy 4 as a Suspense
Copy and forwards the completed NF 1602, Request
for Shipment, and approved loan agreement to the
NEMS Equipment Manager for processing.
The NEMS Equipment Manager reviews the Request
for Shipment and verifies the loan agreement
information, and then follows Installation
procedures for releasing the equipment to
Shipping_ ................
The shipping document becomes the input document
that allows NEMS Control to generate new data,
as applicable, in Blocks 5, 6, 18, 19, 36, 37
and 38 of the NF 1602. The property custodian
will receive a new NF 1602 for file and can
verify the Custodian Monthly Transaction Report
provided by NEMS Control.
The NEMS Equipment Manager will receive through
NEMS Control on a monthly basis (or on request),
a Loaned Out Equipment Expiration Report (NEMS
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Report 131) and a Leased Out Equipment Return
Candidate List (NEMS Report 133). Using these
reports, the NEMS Equipment Manager (in
conjunction with the local loan officer, as
appropriate) will authorize NEMS Control to
update the NEMS data base according to the new
loan or lease status.
(7) The Installation must have procedures to ensure
that (a) all loans initially approved for a
duration of more than 1 year are recertified by
the borrower annually through the term of the
loan; and that (b) all loans approved for 1 year
or less are certified by the authorizing
official for extension prior to a borrower's
annual recertification. Authorizing officials
must review and certify extension of all loans
when they are about to expire.
(8)
(9)
Annual recertification requires the Installation
to set up a method for the loanee to report and
certify to the Supply and Equipment Management
officer, on the anniversary date of the loan, a
statement which contains the identification
number assigned to the equipment, its name,
location, cUrrent use, and validation of the
requirement for continuation of the loan.
It is important to obtain authorizing official
certification prior to extension and to obtain
annual recertifications on current use from the
loanee in order to ensure loans do not exceed
the temporary use policy.
(i0) On occasion, an Installation may lease an
equipment item to an outside organization.
Leases are approved and processed in the same
manner as described above for loans to outside
organizations and require negotiation of a
contract by the procurement/acquisition
activity.
Loans/Leases to Outside Organizations - Returned
(I) When outside loan/lease equipment items are
returned to NASA, the action required depends on
if the item was returned to the custodian's
organization directly, or shipped to the
Installation through central receiving as
required. Note: The steps in subparagraph (2)
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%also apply to borrows by another NASA
Installation.
(2) Steps to be taken if direct delivery:
Property custodian pulls appropriate NF 1602
from suspense file, checks the Transaction 41
box, and enters the following data:
Block 31 - Signature, Date, Telephone, and
Equipment Location.
Block 33 - New Status Code. Condition Code, if
changed (not required if status code A).
The property custodian then pulls Copy 4 as a
suspense copy and forwards the completed NF 1602
to the NEMS Control for processing. The
custodian then receives a new NF 1602 for file
and can verify the transaction by reviewing the
Custodian Monthly Transaction Report provided by
NEMS Control.
(3) Steps to be taken for returning loan/lease if
delivered, as required, to central receiving:
Upon return of NASA equipment through the
central receiving area, NEMS Control is notified
via Receipt and Inspection or similar report.
If necessary, the NEMS Equipment Manager will
generate a Change Authorization Document (i.e.,
any document which contains all required
information and approvals necessary to execute a
transaction) to update all appropriate data
fields. The property custodian may be contacted
to verify new location and status code. After
the transaction has been processed by NEMS
Control, the property custodian will receive a
new NF 1602 for file, if requested, and can
verify the transaction by reviewing the
Custodian Monthly Transaction Report provided by
NEMS Control.
j. Loans to Employ@gs for off-site Use
(1) Equipment may be loaned to NASA employees and
on-site contractors for temporary off-site
official use. The responsible property
custodian maintains the NF 1602 control record
since the controlled equipment will remain
within the custodian's account. NASA Form 892,
6-13
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Property Pass Request and Removal Permit, will
be prepared by the requester, who will obtain
signature approval from the division
director/chief to remove the equipment (see
Appendix G sample). The fully executed NASA
Form 892 will be retained by the property
custodian with the NF 1602 until return of the
equipment has been verified. Temporary off-site
use normally will not exceed 30 calendar days
and is not be processed or controlled through
NEMS Control.
*(2) The period of use may be extended by the
responsible division director/chief with
recertification not to exceed 6 months.
Equipment may be loaned to an employee for
extended (6 months or longer) off-site official
use when such use is necessary and beneficial to
the conduct of NASA's mission or other approved
governmental purpose (NHB 4200.1, par. 3.501).
NASA Form 892 should not be used as a loan
document if duration of the loan exceeds the 6-
month time limit.
Loan Pools
(1) Installation equipment pools establish their own
procedures for loaning equipment items to
Installation personnel for temporary use.
*(2) Transaction 42 is used by the loan pool
custodian for loaning equipment items to
Installation organizations from an
Installation's equipment loan pool. When a loan
pool custodian issues out an equipment item, the
following data elements are updated in NEMS:
User's Number.
Date Borrowed.
Date Borrow Due.
New Location.
Borrow Document Number, if applicable.
Condition Code, if changed.
Loan pool equipment items remain on the loan
pool account. Refer to local procedures for the
method of documenting acceptance and control of
an equipment item while it is being used by a
borrowing custodian's organization. The
borrowing custodian may request an updated NF
V
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1602 while a loan pool equipment item is in
his/her custody.
(3) Transaction 43, Loan Pool-Return, transfers an
item back to the loan pool account. If the
borrowing custodian has an NF 1602 on file,
he/she (a) checks Transaction 43; (b) pulls Copy
4 as a suspense copy; and (c) ensures the form
and the equipment item are returned to the loan
pool for transaction completion. If the
borrowing custodian does not maintain an NF 1602
on file, he/she must follow local loan pool
procedures for documenting the return of an
equipment item to the control of the loan pool
custodian.
(4) The loan pool custodian will follow local
procedures to follow up on equipment items due
for return to the pool. The loan pool custodian
will submit new loan pool data to NEMS Control
through loan pool direct input by on-line
terminal, if applicable, or through the NEMS
Equipment Manager/NEMS Control to update the
NEMS data base.
Storage In and Storage Retu[Dgd
(i) Storage In
(a) Occasionally, the nature of NASA operations
makes it desirable to temporarily store
inactive equipment, not in current use, if
it is identified to one of the specific
purposes stated in NHB 4200.1, paragraph
2.212. Generally, equipment is stored for
a firm future requirement, i.e., for use on
a project, program, or other work activity,
the planning of which has been approved by
the Installation Director. All equipment
items held for firm requirements must be
recertified annually by the director of the
storing directorate.
(b) When a property custodian receives a
request to put an equipment item in
storage, the custodian follows Installation
procedures to ensure appropriate approvals
are obtained prior to submittal of the
Storage In transaction to NEMS Control.
Installations may use the NF 1602 for the
initial approval and justification for
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(c)
(d)
(e)
retention of inactive equipment. To do
this, the accountable property custodian
pulls the appropriate NF 1602 from the file
and (i) checks Transaction 44;
(ii) completes Block 31; (iii) annotates
storage justification, date stored item
will return to active use, and condition
code, if changed, in Block 33; (iv) obtains
approval signature(s) in Block 34; (v)
arranges for delivery of the item to
storage and obtains an acceptance signature
and storage location in Block 32; (vi)
retains Copy 4 of the completed NF 1602 as
a suspense copy; and (vii) forwards the
form to the NEMS Equipment Manager for
processing. (Note: If the NF 1602 is not
the document used for the justification and
approval to store, the data in (iii), (iv),
and (v) of this subparagraph will be
included on the storage document used.
This document must be submitted with the NF
1602. )
Copy 2 of the NF 1602 may be retained with
the equipment while in storage, and Copy 3
may be retained by storage personnel, if
desired or required by local instructions.
!
The accountable property custodian
automatically receives a new NF 1602 for
file since the form will be needed to
retrieve the stored item. The transaction
is also verified by reviewing the Custodian
Monthly Transaction Report provided by NEMS
Control.
The NEMS Equipment Manager will receive
through NEMS Control an Items Held in
Storage List (NEMS Report 900) for each
custodian account prior to the date storage
expires in order for the NEMS Equipment
Manager to remind the accountable custodian
to request the item for return to active
use, or to recertify the justification for
continued storage. This report is also
available upon request, and it is
recommended that stored items for all
custodian accounts within each division be
provided to division directors/chiefs at
the time of their annual walk-through
inspections.
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(2) Storage Returned
(a) When the storing organization is ready to
have an item returned to active use, the
accountable property custodian pulls the NF
1602 that was generated after the item was
placed in storage and (i) checks
Transaction 45; (ii) completes Block 31,
noting the storage location, if known;
(iii) annotates new location, new status
code, and new condition code (if changed)
in Block 33; (iv) retains Copy 4 of the NF
1602 as a suspense copy; and (v) forwards
the form to NEMS Control. The NF 1602
requesting Storage Return should be
submitted to storage personnel for
attachment to the item prior to delivery.
When the accountable property custodian
receives the equipment, the custodian then
acknowledges receipt of the item in Block
32 of the NF 1602; annotates the new
location; and promptly returns the
completed form to the NEMS Control for
processing.
(b) The accountable custodian receives a new NF
1602 for file that shows the item back in
active use. The transaction is also
verified by reviewing the Custodian Monthly
Transaction Report provided by NEMS
Control.
(c) In some cases, future needs do not
materialize and equipment held in storage
is no longer needed. In such cases, the
property custodian follows the procedures
for Excess Turn-in (Transaction 52).
Excess Turn-in
(1) Equipment generally becomes excess as a result
of its condition or its inactive use. Annual
utilization reviews and annual division
director/chief walk-through inspections help
discover inactive or underutilized items, and
items in need of repair or replacement.
(2) When an equipment item becomes excess to the
needs of an organization, the accountable
property custodian follows local approval
procedures to initiate the Excess Turn-in
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(3)
(4)
transaction. The custodian pulls the
appropriate NF 1602 from the file and (a) checks
Transaction 52; (b) completes Block 31; (c)
annotates the condition code, if changed, in
Block 33; (d) obtains approval signature(s), as
appropriate, in Block 34; (e) retains Copy 4 as
a suspense copy; and (f) forwards the completed
NF 1602 to the NEMS Equipment Manager for
processing.
The NEMS Equipment Manager, in conjunction with
the Equipment Reutilization Coordinator, as
appropriate, will determine whether the item
should be screened for further Installation or
NASA-wide use, or disposed of immediately. Local
procedures will be followed for pickup and
delivery, as required for screening or immediate
disposal.
The initiating, accountable property custodian,
does not receive a new NF 1602 if the item is
removed from the custodian's account. However,
the custodian may verify the change transaction
by reviewing the Custodian Monthly Transaction
Report provided by NEMS Control. The item will
move to an account held by the Equipment
Reutilization coordinator or the Property
Disposal officer, as appropriate. If the item
is identified for reutilization, the Equipment
Reutilization Coordinator, in conjunction with
the NEMS Equipment Manager, will process the
change to add the item to the requestor's
property custodian account and generate a new NF
1602 for the new accountable custodian's file.
Repair Update
(1) When an equipment user identifies a controlled
item for repair to the accountable property
custodian, the custodian pulls the appropriate
NF 1602 from the file and (a) checks Transaction
56; (b) completes Block 31; (c) retains Copy 4
as a suspense copy; and (d) forwards the
completed NF 1602, along with the equipment, to
the repair facility. If the equipment requires
pickup and delivery by the Transportation
organization, Copy 2 of the NF 1602 will
accompany the equipment.
(2) The repair facility, which is generally part of
the calibration facility, processes all repair
V
V
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updates, including repairs under warranty, on-
site, or off-site by the manufacturer or another
repair facility.
(3) The repair facility will acknowledge receipt of
the equipment by signing Block 32 of the NF 1602
and returning Copy 3 of the signed form to the
accountable custodian.
(4) After the item has been repaired, the repair
facility will provide NEMS Control with the
labor and parts cost and date serviced, and
revise the condition code, if applicable. The
item will be returned to the accountable
property custodian, along with an updated NF
1602 to complete the transaction.
(5) See local supplement to this Handbook for
details on how each Installation controls and
processes repair requests.
Record Change
(1) A record change may be submitted by an
accountable property custodian when any
computer-generated data in Blocks 2-28 appears
incorrect.
(2) In such cases, the accountable custodian
(a) checks Transaction 60 on the form; (b)
completes Block 31; (c) annotates revised data
in Block 33; (d) retains Copy 4 as a suspense
copy; and (e) forwards the completed NF 1602 to
NEMS Control for processing.
(3) The NEMS Equipment Manager will review the NEMS
equipment record to verify the error and submit
the appropriate change, as applicable. If a
change is required, a new NF 1602 will be
generated for the accountable custodian, and
he/she can verify the transaction by reviewing
the Custodian Monthly Transaction Report
provided by NEMS Control.
Note: Even though a number of the data elements in
Blocks 1-28 have corresponding change transactions
(e.g., Blocks Ii and 12 correspond to Transaction
29), it is recommended that all processing errors be
submitted as Transaction 60 in order to minimize the
amount of data required for submittal by the
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custodian, and to minimize the amount of data
required for processing by NEMS Control.
Deletes
a. _L_e_. There are three types of transfers that a
property custodian can submit to the NEMS Equipment
Manager that will delete an equipment item from the
custodian's account: transfer to another NASA
Installation, transfer to another Government agency,
and transfer of Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)
to a contractor or grantee.
(I) Transfer to Another NASA Installation
(a)
(b)
(c)
When a program or project office has
identified a greater need for equipment at
another NASA Installation, or supports a
need identified by another Installation,
the accountable organization will initiate
an equipment transfer by preparing a
request for shipment. The accountable
property custodian will: (a) pull the
appropriate NF 1602(s) from the file;
(b) check Transaction 65; (c) complete
Block 31; (d) annotate Installation name
(or number, if known) of receiving
Installation in Block 33; (e) obtain
approval signature(s) in Block 34, if
required by local procedures; (f) retain
Copy 4 as a suspense copy and Copy 2 for
attachment to the equipment prior to pickup
by transportation; and (g) attach the
completed shipping document to the NF
1602(s) and forward to NEMS Control for
processing. (Note: If known, completion of
Blocks 29 and 30 for approximate weight and
cubic feet will aid transportation.)
Pickup and delivery of the transferring
item(s) to the Shipping organization will
be coordinated by the NEMS Equipment
Manager, or other designated individual,
upon receipt of the shipping document. The
Shipping organization will prepare the
Government Bill of Lading (GBL) and ship
the equipment in accordance with the
shipping document.
NEMS Control will then enter the date the
equipment was shipped and delete it from
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the initiating custodian's account. The
property custodian can verify the delete
transaction by reviewing the next Custodian
Monthly Transaction Report provided by NEMS
Control.
(2) Transfer to Another Government Agency
(a) A program or project office may identify an
equipment item or items, for transfer to
another Government agency through some type
of interagency agreement or in accordance
with the Space Act of 1958, as amended,
which states that NASA and other Federal
agencies or departments will cooperate
fully with each other to transfer without
reimbursement, aeronautical and space
vehicles, and supplies and equipment other
than administrative supplies or equipment.
Transfers to other agencies in accordance
with the Space Act are made after a iO-day
screening throughout NASA in order to
ensure the needs of NASA have been met
prior to release of inactive equipment.
(b) The accountable organization may initiate
the equipment transfer by preparing a
request for shipment. The accountable
property custodian will: (i) pull the
appropriate NF 1602(s) from the file;
(ii) check Transaction 66; (iii) complete
Block 31; (iv) obtain approval signature(s)
in Block 34, if required by local
procedures; (v) retain Copy 4 as a suspense
copy and Copy 2 for attachment to the
equipment prior to pickup by
Transportation; and (vi) attach the
completed shipping document to the NF
1602(s) and forward to NEMS Control for
processing.
(c) Pickup and delivery of the transferring
items(s) to Shipping will be coordinated by
the NEMS Equipment Manager, or other
designated individual, upon receipt of the
shipping document. The Shipping
organization will prepare the Government
Bill of Lading (GBL), remove the NASA bar-
code tag, and ship the equipment in
accordance with the shipping document.
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(d)
_ote: Item will not be shipped until
screening, if required, is completed.
NEMS Control will verify the equipment
record and delete it from the initiating
custodian's account. The property
custodian can verify the delete transaction
by reviewing the next Custodian Monthly
Transaction Report provided by NEMS
Control.
Transfer of Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)
to a Contractor or Grantee
(a) A program or project office may identify an
equipment item, or items, for transfer to a
contractor or grantee as Government
Furnished Equipment (GFE) under the terms
of the applicable contract or grant.
(b)
(c)
The Contract Technical Monitor initiates
the transaction by submitting a request for
shipment to the accountable property
custodian requesting transfer of an item to
a contractor or grantee.
The accountable property custodian will
then: (i) pull the appropriate NF 1602(s)
from the file; (ii) check Transaction 67;
(iii) complete Block 31; (iv) enter the
receiving contract or grant number and
receiving Installation name (or number, if
known) in Block 33; (v) retain Copy 4 as a
suspense copy and Copy 2 for attachment to
the equipment prior to pickup by
Transportation; (vi) attach the completed
shipping document to the NF 1602(s) and
forward to the Contracting Officer for
approval. (Note: If known, completion of
Block 29 and 30 for approximate weight and
cubic feet will aid Transportation.)
(d) The Contracting Officer will approve the
shipping document, and, if required
locally, sign Block 34 of the NF 1602 to
approve the transaction, and forward both
documents to the NEMS Equipment Manager for
processing.
(e) The NEMS Equipment Manager, or other
designated individual, will coordinate the
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pickup and delivery of the item to
Shipping. Upon receipt of the completed
and approved shipping document, the
Shipping organization will prepare the GBL
and ship the equipment in accordance with
the shipping document.
(f) NEMS Control will verify the equipment
record and delete it from the initiating
custodian's account. The property
custodian can verify the delete transaction
by reviewing the next Custodian Monthly
Transaction Report provided by NEMS
Control.
*(g) The contractor will receive a DD Form 1342,
DOD Property Record, generated by NEMS
Control on equipment valued at $I,000 or
above, to report equipment use status back
to the responsible NASA Installation
Industrial Property officer. The
contractor may also use this form as the
official property record. Note: Grantees
are not required to report equipment use
status back to the Installation.
Installations should therefore re-input the
DD Form 1342 into NEMS in order to maintain
a record of Government Furnished Equipment
to grantees.
b. Deases/Loans to NASA. On occasion, it makes
programmatic or economic sense for a NASA
organization to obtain a loan or lease of equipment
from outside NASA. When the loan or leased equipment
has served its purpose, the accountable property
custodian requests a Transaction 69, Lease-In
Returned, or a Transaction 70, Loan-In Returned in
order to return the item to the lessor/loaner.
(I) Lease In-Returned
(a) When it is time for a leased-in equipment
item to be returned to the lessor, the
accountable property custodian prepares, or
arranges for preparation of, a request for
shipment. The custodian then (i) pulls the
appropriate NF 1602 from the file, which
was generated and forwarded to the
custodian at the time the leased item
entered the Installation; (ii) checks
Transaction 69; (iii) completes Block 31;
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(iv) retains Copy 4 as a suspense copy and
Copy 2 for attachment to the equipment
prior to pickup by transportation;
(v) attaches the completed shipping
document to the NF 1602 and forwards to the
leasing contract official for approval.
The custodian also forwards the contract
official any documentation that was
provided by the lessor when the equipment
was delivered. (Note: If known, completion
of Blocks 29 and 30 for approximate weight
and cubic feet will aid Transportation.)
(b) The leasing contract official will approve
the shipping document, and, if required
locally, sign Block 34 of the NF 1602 to
approve the transaction, and forward both
documents to the NEMS Equipment Manager for
processing.
(c) The NEMS Equipment Manager, or other
designated individual, will coordinate the
pickup and delivery of the item to
Shipping. Upon receipt of the completed
and approved shipping document, the
Shipping organization will prepare the GBL,
remove the 'Lease/Loan' bar-code tag that
was applied at the time the leased item
entered-the Instaiiation, and ship the
equipment in accordance with the shipping
document.
(d) NEMS Control will verify the equipment
record and delete it from the initiating
custodian's account. The property
custodian can verify the delete transaction
by reviewing the next Custodian Monthly
Transaction Report provided by NEMS
Control.
(2) Loan In-Returned
(a) When it is time for an externally loaned-in
equipment item to be returned to the
loaner, the accountable property custodian
prepares, or arranges for preparation of, a
request for shipment. The custodian then
(i) pulls the appropriate NF i602 from the
file, which was generated and forwarded to
him/her at the time the loaned item entered
the Installation; (ii) checks Transaction
6-24
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(b)
(c)
Survey
(I)
(2)
70; (iii) completes Block 31; (iv) retains
Copy 4 as a suspense copy and Copy 2 for
attachment to the equipment prior to pickup
by Transportation; (v) attaches the
completed shipping document to the NF 1602
and forwards to the NEMS Equipment Manager
for processing. The custodian also
forwards any documentation that was
provided by the loaner when the equipment
was delivered. (Note: If known, completion
of Blocks 29 and 30 for approximate weight
and cubic feet will aid Transportation.)
The NEMS Equipment Manager, or other
designated individual, will direct the
pickup and delivery of the item to
Shipping. Upon receipt of the completed
shipping document, the Shipping
organization will prepare the GBL, remove
the 'Lease/Loan' bar-code tag that was
applied at the time the loaned item entered
the Installation, and ship the equipment in
accordance with the shipping document.
NEMS Control will verify the equipment
record and delete it from the initiating
custodian's account. The property
custodian can verify the delete transaction
by reviewing the next Custodian Monthly
Transaction Report provided by NEMS
Control.
When an item of Government property is lost,
damaged, or destroyed, a survey is the
administrative action taken to investigate and
review pertinent facts, adjust the records, and
determine the extent or absence of personal
responsibility for the loss, damage, or
destruction.
The individual who possesses Government property
at the time it is lost, damaged, or destroyed
must notify his/her property custodian and
promptly prepare a Survey Report, NASA Form 598
(see Appendix F). Instructions for preparation
are included on the form. Administrative and
%
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(3)
(4)
*(5)
procedural requirements are also found in NHB
4200.1, Part 3.300. If theft is suspected, the
Installation Security Officer must be notified
immediately.
When a controlled equipment item is lost,
damaged, or destroyed, the individual preparing
the Survey Report must submit the Report to the
accountable property custodian for review and
action as follows: the custodian (a) pulls the
appropriate NF 1602 from the file; (b) checks
Transaction 71; (c) completes Block 31; (d)
provides Survey Report to the accountable
division director/chief or equivalent
organization head who (i) reviews the Survey
Report and documents corrective action in Part
II, and (ii) if required locally, approves the
Survey transaction in Block 34; (e) custodian
then retains Copy 4 of the NF 1602 as a suspense
copy; (f) attaches the completed Survey Report
to the NF 1602 and forwards to NEMS Control for
processing. Note: Survey Reports must be
completed and submitted by the division
director/chief within 30 working days of the
discovery of property loss, damage, or
destruction.
The NEMS Equipment Manager will assign and enter
a Survey Control Number on the Survey Report,
and enter key survey data into the Installation
Survey Report Register (NASA Form 599). The
Survey Report then continues the review and
approval process while the applicable equipment
record is verified by NEMS Control and deleted
from the initiating custodian's account. The
initiating property custodian can verify the
delete transaction by reviewing the next
Custodian Monthly Transaction Report provided by
NEMS Control.
In addition to Survey Report processing, the
NASA Basic Safety Manual, NHB 1700.1 (VI-A),
Chapter 6, establishes investigation and
reporting procedures for accidents and
incidents. NMI 8621.1, Mishap Reporting and
Investigating, establishes reporting and
investigating procedures to determine mishap
causes and prevent their recurrence. The
spectrum of mishaps includes accidents and
incidents involving damage to property occurring
V
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in any NASA or NASA-related activity. Note: In
case of damage or destruction to aircraft, see
NHB 4200.1, paragraph 3.316b.
*(1)
Modify/Cannibalize
On occasion, an equipment item may be modified
in order to configure the item for a new
purpose. Also, an inoperable equipment item may
be disassembled (i.e., cannibalized) for use of
the serviceable parts, components, or assemblies
as replacement parts in useable equipment, or
for fabricating another item. Before a
controlled equipment item is modified or
cannibalized, the user must complete NASA Form
1617, ,Cannibalization/Modification of
Controlled Equipment' (see Appendix M), obtain
approval of division director/chief on the NF
1617, and follow Installation local procedures
to document the resulting configuration and cost
changes. The original controlled equipment item
will be deleted from the equipment record once
it has lost its original identity. The user
submits the approved NASA Form 1617 to the
accountable property custodian who will:
(a) pull the appropriate NF 1602 from the file;
(b) check Transaction 73; (c) complete Block 31;
(d) obtain transaction approval if local
requirement, in Block 34; (e) retain Copy 4 as a
suspense copy; (f) attach the NASA Form 1617 and
other related documentation to the NF 1602 and
forward to the NEMS Equipment Manager for
processing.
(2) The NEMS Equipment Manager reviews the NASA Form
1617 for completeness, ensuring appropriate cost
adjustments are included. After removal of the
NASA bar-code tag, the original controlled
equipment item is deleted from the initiating
custodian's account. The property custodian can
verify the delete transaction by reviewing the
next Custodian Monthly Transaction Report
provided by NEMS Control.
Note: A new equipment item created as a result
of a modified item or a fabrication of other
parts, components, and assemblies, must be
documented in accordance with local procedures,
then added to the equipment file by NEMS Control
\
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based on the information provided by the
designer/user, and subsequently assigned to the
appropriate property custodian for control.
Lost Tag
(1)
(2)
In the unlikely event that a controlled
equipment item loses its NASA bar-code tag, the
accountable property custodian must (a) pull the
appropriate NF 1602 from the file; (b) check
Transaction 74; (c) complete Block 31; (d)
retain Copy 4 as a suspense copy; and (e)
forward the completed form to NEMS Control for
processing.
Upon verification of the equipment record by
NEMS Control, the item will be re-tagged with a
new ECN and the old equipment record will be
deleted.
(3) The item will be re-added to the NEMS database
and the accountable property custodian's account
under the newly assigned ECN. The custodian
will receive a new NF 1602 from NEMS Control and
can verify the delete/re-add transaction by
reviewing the next Custodian Monthly Transaction
Report provided by NEMS Control.
V
V
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APPENDIX A
Definitions of Terms
For purposes of this Handbook, the following words and terms are
defined as set forth below.
*Accountable Property Custodian - The property custodian on
record as having designated controlled equipment charged to
his/her organization for which he/she is responsible.
*Assembly Item - An item without which the basic unit of
equipment cannot operate, such as motors for pumps and
machine tools.
*_ - Term used by NEMS for internal loans (between
custodian accounts at the same Installation or between
Installations) to distinguish from loans with organizations
external to NASA.
- The process of determining the deviation from
a standard so as to ascertain the proper correction factors
for measuring instruments.
Cannibalization - The removal of serviceable parts,
components, or assemblies from one piece of equipment to be
used as a replacement in other equipment or to fabricate
another item.
*Capital EquipmeDt - An item of equipment with an acquisition
cost of $5,000 or more, that has an estimated service life
of 2 years or more, which will not be consumed in an
experiment, and which most generally will be identified as
an independently operable item.
Component Equipment Item - An item of equipment which is
used as a subassembly to a larger assembly. Parts are not
to be considered component equipment items.
Condition Code - A code assigned to indicate the physical
condition and useability of equipment (see Appendix J).
¢oDtract Number - A unique identifier assigned to each NASA
contract pursuant to the NASA/FAR Supplement.
Contractin_ Officer - Any person with the authority to enter
into and administer contracts and make determinations and
findings with respect thereto, or with any part of such
authority.
Contract Technical Monitor - An authorized representative of
the Contracting Officer acting within the limits of his/her
authority.
*Controlled Equipment - All equipment with an acquisition
cost of $I,000 or more, that has an estimated service life
of 2 years or more, which will not be consumed or expended
in an experiment, and selected items of equipment with an
acquisition cost of less than $i,000 designated, and
identified, as sensitive by the holding Installation.
Custodial Records - Written memoranda or identifying checks
of any description or type used to control items of
equipment, such as requisitions, hand receipts, tool checks,
stock record books, and machine records.
Disposal - The process of transferring NASA excess personal
property to another Federal agency, or donating, selling,
abandoning, or destroying surplus personal property.
*Equipment - An item of real or personal property in the
configuration of a mechanical, electrical, or electronic
apparatus or tool, normally costing in excess of $i00, which
may perform a function independently or in conjunction with
other equipment or components.
Equipment Control - The maint@D@ngeof records or documents
of equipment transactions which provide information as to
item identification, description, and current physical
location.
Equipment Control Number - The identification number
assigned and affixed to each item of equipment for control
purposes (tag/decal number).
Equipment Found on Station - Any equipment meeting the
criteria for control in which formal accountability has not
been established.
Equipment Pool - The collection, at a central point, of
equipment under control for issue to individuals or
organizations.
Equipment Record - A record maintained by the Supply and
Equipment Management Officer which provides selected
information about each item of controlled equipment.
Equipment Reutilization Screening - The examination of
existing equipment documenta£ion for £he purpose of _:
fulfilling equipment requirements through reassignment.
V
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Equipment Systems - Assemblies of component equipment items
designed and operated to accomplish specific functions.
*Equipment User - Individual responsible for all controlled
equipment assigned that person for use in the performance of
his/her duties.
Equipment Utilization Program - A program to ensure maximum
effectiveness in the management and utilization of NASA
equipment.
Excess Turn In (also see NASA Excess) - Personal property
determined unnecessary to the need and discharge of the
holding organization and therefore turned in to the property
organization for reutilization or disposal.
_abricated Item - Personal property which is manufactured
for or constructed by the using organization. Fabricated
items meeting the controlled equipment criteria will be
controlled as set forth in Section III of NHB 4200.1.
Federal Supply Class (FSC) - A 4-digit property
identification code describing commodity classification (see
Federal Cataloging Handbook H-2 series and NHB 4410.1,
,,Utilization and Maintenance of the Federal Catalog System
(FCS)").
Government Bill of Ladin_ - A receipt issued by the
Government that lists goods shipped.
*Government-Furnished Equipment - Equipment in the possession
of, or directly acquired by, the Government and subsequently
made available to the contractor.
_eased Equipment - Equipment that has been conveyed by or to
NASA by contract for a certain time period in consideration
of payment of a rental fee.
Loaned Equipment - Equipment in temporary use by other than
the accountable organization.
Maintenance and Repair of Equipment - Recurring day-to-day,
periodic or scheduled activity required to keep equipment in
working condition, or to resolve it or its components to a
condition substantially equivalent to its original design
capacity and efficiency.
Manufacturer's Model Number - The identification of a single
type item of a manufacturer's product line.
A-3
ModificatioD - A basic or fundamental change made to an
equipment item to give a new orientation, or to serve a new
purpose.
NASA Excess - Personal property which is determined to be
unnecessary to the needs and discharge of the
responsibilities of all NASA Installations.
N_ASA/FAR supplement - A document which, with the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR), establishes uniform policies
and procedures relating to the procurement of property and
services. The NASA/FAR Supplement applies to all purchases
and contracts made by NASA for property and services which
obligate appropriated funds.
NEMS Cataloger - The individual(s) responsible for ensuring
that all equipment item names, manufacturer codes, model
numbers, and Federal Supply Groups are kept standard within
NEMS.
NEMS Control - That segment of the equipment management
organization that processes all equipment transactions and
generates applicable forms and reports (also see Transaction
Control Document).
NEMS Equipment Manager - The key individual(s) within the
equipment management organization at each NASA installation
interfacing with the property custodians and equipment
users. Maintains and controls equipment records, and
assists custodians and users in proper procedures for and
documentation of equipment actions.
*NEMS Reutilization Coordinator - A designated official at
each NASA Installation responsible for overall management
and direction of equipment reutilization at that .....
Installation and for relationships between that Installation
and NASA Headquarters, other NASA Installations, and NASA
contractors.
*Noncontrolled Equipment - Items of equipment not designated
as sensitive which have an acquisition cost of less than
$I,000.
personal property - Property of any kind, including
equipment, materials, and supplies, but excluding real
property.
V
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Property Accountability - A record of transactions,
systematically maintained, which at any given time will
disclose item identification, quantity, cost, location, and
custodial responsibility of personal property controlled by
an Installation or a contractor.
Property Custodian - An individual organizationally
responsible for all controlled equipment assigned to a
designated property management area.
*Property Custodian. Full-time - An individual responsible
for the management of all controlled equipment assigned to a
designated geographic property management area consisting of
approximately 3,000 to 6,000 items.
Property Disposal Officer - The official appointed by the
Installation Director responsible for managing the
Installation's screening, redistribution, and disposal
functions.
*Property Management Area - An area of property management
responsibility by organization or segment thereof, selected
by the Supply and Equipment Management officer in
conjunction with the head of the organizational unit, for
the assignment of a property custodian for property control.
If assigned to a full-time property custodian, the area is
defined by geographic location.
purchase Request/Purchase Order - A document utilized to
state requirements for, and to authorize purchase of, goods
and services.
Redistribution - The reassignment of equipment for other use
with appropriate transfer of accountability.
*_ensitive Item - An item of equipment which, due to its
pilferable nature or the possibility of its being a hazard,
requires a stringent degree of control. Sensitive items can
be capital or noncapital equipment and, generally, are
controlled at an acquisition cost of $I00 or more.
Shipping Document/Request for Shipping - The authorization
and acceptance document that accompanies equipment when it
is being sent to another location.
- A key to the relative availability of NEMS
reportable equipment by codes, A (active), B (inactive
assigned), C (inactive unassigned), and D (excess).
Survey Report - A report of administrative action taken to
investigate and review the loss, d_age, or destruction of
Government property and to assemble pertinent facts and
determine the extent of such loss, damage, or destruction.
Transaction - Each add, delete, or change to an equipment
record in NEMS.
Transaction Contro_ Document (NASA Form _602_ - The document
generated by NEMS Control that controls property custodian
equipment transactions after initial entry into the NEMS
data base and that serves as the property custodian's
detailed record for each assigned equipment item.
V
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Found On Station (FOS) Equipment Investigation
Hole- See Instructions on reverse Please type or pnnt clearly
UOI_UME N I N(J'
NAMI ^Nil |lILt @1. INUIVIDtlAL POSSESSING Ei2dlPMENT
Mel Ports, Manager Equipment Programs
ItEM NAME
Computer Micro
MANUF ACYURER AND YEAR MANUFACTURED
Digital Equi_m_nL Corporat/on- 1989
ACr_,SITK)N COST" LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT
BL.D,G ROOM OTHER
1,600.00 (E) FOB - 6 5006
PRO_RTY _TOOIAN iNam4 ond $_8/u_lfl OFFICE/MAIL CODE
Bob King 3IE
PART I - INVEST!CATION AND
)F_ ICE/MAIL COOE
JTE
FSC
7021
MODEL
5000/200
SERIAL NO EQUIP CONTROL NO '
AB03906HYL 1210810
ACCOUNT COOE
26532
STATEMENT OF CIRCUMSTANCES
DATE FOUND
I-I0-92
DATE SIGNED
1-10-92
t SOURCE OF EOUlPMENT FOUND (ChecE _l_d com_e#e w_e,e I_,Cl_l
]_PURCHASED n LEASED I"1 GOVERNMENT r'l GOVERNMENT Q CONTRACTO_ n OTHER
TRANSFER EXCESS EXCESS
r_<_ PC Warehouse Arlington, VA .._
(Name OI Conlrl_m*. _. Goeemm_l dlfe,,',C'y_ fCjt V _ln¢l $Mfel tDale Rece,eed_
Purchased by Cont.ractor while working at NASA Head_l:ers
AUTHORITY
ICo_,p,_<_DO NO o_ Omerl /ReQuesmt; lot 9 CoDe/
MF.THOO OF DELIVERY X CONTRACTOI_VENDOR TO USER RECEIVING OOCK TO USER CONTRACTOR INSTALLED
N/A .TO U_ER
MOTOR FREIGHT CARRIER
NIA N/A
HAND CARRIED BY OTHER
N/A N/A
FABRICATED BY
_$hO_ Oq rK/_n,C,Snl fWoe* OtOe_ NO I
N/A N/A
iReQuesterl fC)_ CoOel
2 EXPLANATIONS IU_ I0 ezl_am why _f_n was nOI conltolle¢] lsoOn re¢_l. _hvefe¢f ttl_lt fllc_w_l O. eft Cont,fltle ¢ei je_NIt&le sheet, d rsc_|ssl_W
This e_pment was _ou.nd during recj_lar invento_ in FOB6. The user stated that he found
t.he PC £n the back =oc_ of his office suite when his orga.,-d.zatd.on moved into the
building £n late 1990. He did not- contact Prope_cy Management. DI_, Inc. shows _hat-
the PC was sold to a reserach group that worked under a NASA Headquarter's Contract.
The c_mputer is oontractor-aoq_ired goverrraent property. The contract no longer exists.
The contractor has since left the area.
| INVESTIGATION AND FINDINGS BY (Nsm and s_rtStur_l
Appropriate Name, Appropriate Signature
PART II -.ACTIONS
,I..,,U.SER DIVISION/D RECTORATE REVIEW
4 OFFICE/MAIL COOE IS DATEJI 1-14-92
• RECOMMENDATION TO PREVENT RECURRENCE
The employee has been inatz_ct-ed on his responsibilities for reporting ec/uipmentof
this nature to the Property Management Organization. This was discussed at all branch
staff meetings the week of January 10th.
O TYPED O_1 P/tINTED NAME AND TITLE =, SIGNATURE
Appropriate Name, Appropriate Title Appropriate Signature
; "Le#_e _ana. w, tt _e ess_e_ _y Eqvi_t Msns_f ""Enter Nit estimale If ¢01i t_tknowfl.
¢ DATE 1-16-92
NASA FORM 1liii JUt. M
PARTt| - _.,CTIv;_$ tConJ
2. EOUIPMENT MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATIVE REVIEW
a RE COMt,_[ t_-,A hON_
An article was published in the :{eadquarters bulletin notifying all employees about
this specific contractor and about reporting found equipment. Iteadqua_ter's
Contracts was informed of our actions and is assisting in follc_-up activity. The
inventory team was briefed on the types of equipment this contractor acquired.
1"¢1_D 01_ I_ql/,;" ED NAME
C SIGNATURE.Appropriate Name Appropriate Signat_e
3. SUPPLY Af_D EOUIPM_NT MANAGEMENT OFFICER REVIEW
INVESI_ATION AND RECOMMENOATIO,_S
o DATE1/18/92
Prior to final award, this contract was reviewed by my staff and found to contain
the proper property clauses. The contractor did not follow appropriate equipment
control procedures. Information from our investigation has been included as part
of the NEMS FOS transaction. No further action is deened to be in the best
interest of the Government.
'YPEOOR PR,N.EON*UE IC S_NATU.E Jd OA,_
.A_Dropriate Name I Appropriate Signature I 1/21/92
GENERAL INFORMATION
All capital eclu{gment, that equipment with an acquisition cost of $500 or more, that has an estimalecl service life of
one year or more, which will not be consumed or expended in an experiment, and selected items of equipment
clesignated and identified as sensitive by the installation must be (I) recorded in Ihe NASA equipment control
records, whicl_ are subsidiary records to the NASA General Ledger Accounts; and (2) physically marked with an
equipmenl control number.
In coordination with the cognizant property custodian, it is the responsibility ot an indiv,dual possessing untagged
equipment that appears to meet the criteria for control to ensure (1) prompt preparation and submittal of a Found
on Station (FOS) Equipment Investigation, and (2) immediate notificalion to Equipment Management in order to
facilitate prompt tagging of the equipment.
INSTRUCTIONS
Document No.--A transaction number assigned by the
NASA Equipment Management System (NEMS) for
maintaining accountability of the controlled equipment
item.
ly qualifying for control, tO bypass physical identifica-
lion and property and financial control. Note thai an ex.
ample of "other" source may be a "loan-in," which re-
quires the application of a "loan-in" identification tag.
Part I -- Investigation and Statement of Circum-
stances.- To be completed by the individual possess-
ing equipment, that individual's property custodian, or
other individual responsible for investigating the cir-
cumstances that allowed the equipment item, apparent-
Part II - Action.-Seff-explanatory. However, Equip-
ment Management rel_resenfative may wish to obtain
concurrence of Receiving Sul:)ervisot or other individ-
ual(s) involved, and so annotate concurrence as part of
his/her reveiw.
F.-2
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Survey Report
NOTE Site InSt, uCl_tl O_ P_ 4 .,
PART I - IASIC DATA [TO b# romp/fred by mdi*'_ual _st ke_l_ porttltioq of e_uipmcnr,
1 Name 4n4 T*lle
Bob King, Logistics Management Specialist.
•! Or,p_,;Z|bOn
Supply and Equipment Management Division
Headquartexs
2 S_rv_ v RepOrt NO
92-1
4 Entry Refere.ce No(s)
1120310043
6 Me. Code ? Date ot O,sco_rv
JIE January 3, 1992
I IDENTIFICATION Or £OUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION QUANTITY VALUE
CONTROL NO.
I, b c d
G085843 1 $1262.00
|, Equi¢_*.! Lis_N _ Wm ICktck
_.LOST
Reader, Optical, Bar Code
Telxon Corp
Model PTC730
Serial 1703428900895464
app,oprilltbOxl
Ob DAMAGED Oc. DESTROYED
10. Smut o! _,rcumltln¢ll [C¢lttrlu, On self.ate Ihtttl i[ntct_Mty)
This item was first: known to be _ssing when it could not. be locat-ed during a divisional
wa]J_-th.--'ou_h inspection conducted Janu_-y 3, 1992. It was last- seen Novm_oer 13, 1991,
ducing a demo of bar code scazc_ng eq_d.pn_mt/sys_ms. All potential users have been
contacted. A thorough search of divisional offices was made follo,;ing the wa].k-t/cough
in an attm,pt to locate the bar code reader. It was reported to the Headquarters
Security Branch on January 10, 1992, and subsequently to the Federal Protective
Service for investigation.
11. _etu_ll 12, Dete of Rel_ort
Appropriate Signaure, Appropriate Title January 13, 1992
NAIA FOIqM I_ AUG 01 PA|VIOU'I EDITION MAY el U_ED. I.
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PART II - REVIEW DATA (To be completed b)' //=e Division DJrector/Olle[o[i,zdtridu=/ named oboz,e/
1. Action Recommended 10 Prtm_tnz Rec;ufTence of lncick-=nt (Continue On S¢_grQr¢ _lle_t_ i/_1#c¢_#_'_/
The division property custodian and all personnel have been directed to institute
tighter controls over sensitive, pilferable equipment to prevent losses in the
future. This includes physical security measures such as keeping portable, highly
desired property under lock and key. Responsible personnel have been made aware
of equipment control and accountability requirements, including awareness of equipment
location, use, and movement.
2 N=me and T,t*e
Appropriate Name and Title
.13 S,gna*_,e | 4, OeteAppropriate Signatur_ Jan_ 22,
PARTI,,- P,NO,_GSANO RECO..E_OATtO_S
Inc,Oen¢ Invest,gated by ¢Cllec;_ =p/_tJl_te ho ¢l
_,_ PROPERTY SURVEY 80ARO C]_ PROPERTY SURVEY OFFICER
Stalemenl[ Of F_nd,ngl tC'_,nrin¢ir of ;e_r_[¢ ;beets i/n¢¢e;s_ey]
A oomplete search has been made of the office suite on the prenises where the bar c_de
reader was being used. Reports have been made to the appropriate security organizations
and an investigation is ongoing. The property is presumed to be stolen or borrowed
without the knowledge of the property custodian. V
3 Recommendat,onl (B,f=rd on/tndJ.I;J .1 J,'em : ,rbor¢l
El= ALL CONCERNED SHOULD BE RELIEVED OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROPERTY LISTED IN PART I
rib THE NAMED RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUALS (Spetr_ed _. th.; _.d=.gs/ ARE CONSIOERED ACCOUNTABLE. AND THIS REPORT WILL BE
REFERRED TO THEIR SUPERVISORS for la¢ (.'_nlr0_'tl._' Officer/ FOR POSSIBLE DISCIPLINARY OR OTHER APPROPRIATE ACTION
Physical security measures cited in _'art II, to be instituted by the division
responsible for the loss, will have a significant effect in preventing such losses in
the future. If feasible, potentially pilferable, portable equi._emt should be secured
when not on use. Awareness of user and property custodian roles in equipment
control and accountability are actively being pursued.
PART IV - ACTION OF THE PROPERTY SURVEY BOARD
NAME SIGNATURE DATE
Chllrmnln
Appropriate Name Appropriate Signature Jan_ 22,
w ii ,, - "
N tl - n "
PART V - ACTION OF THE PROPERTY SURVEY OFFICER
I N llr_l S,g_lture Date
PART Vl -DISTRIBUTIOt OF SURVEY REPORT
ORIGINAL - Su_ev Regort FAIl COPY TO - ResPonsible ,.d,v;dulr D,v,s;on D,rector/Cl_;ef (Named in Port II)
COPY 1'0 - R_n|dDle ;gtdiv_lull _.'Vi.lt.J i*l Par! IJ COPY TO - Equipment F,le
3
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APPENDIX G
Property ?ass Request and Removal Permit
Removal of NASA property listed below is requested for the )eriod shown:
DESCRIPTION EQUIPMENT
CONTROL NO
Toshiba T3100/20 1174438
REASON WHY OFFICIAL USE CANNOT BE ACCOMPLISHED ON-SiTE DURING NORMAL
BUSINESS HOURS
To work on _ and the Disposal handbook.
__j//
PROPERTY WILL BE USED AT
Property will be used at home.
DATE OF REQUEST TIME REQUIRED (NormAlly NTE 30 days)
BEGINNING I COMPLETED BY
12/12/91 12/12/91 I 1/10/92
I
I ASSUME COMPLETE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PROPERTY LISTED ABOVE
AND CERTIFY THAT IT SHALL BE USED ONLY IN THE CONDUCT OF OFFIC; ,L
NASA BUSINESS,
CODE I ROOM PHONE
JIE 5006 453-8651
This permit authorizes the above individualto remove the property
described from NASA buildings/installation. FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.
Removal of this property will not adversely affect the performance of
official duties in the division by the requesting employee or any other
division employee. The property being removed is not excessproperty.
APPIjI_Vt_L QF DlVlSlOl_H_EFjS_n&ture) IDATE APPROVED
S'ON'TUReOFC'_TO_"L ..l,_..-_._._--_7"_;_JD ' .
RI_CEIPT FO'_ RETI.tlRN,(_I'F PROPERTY
SIGNATURE OF CUSTODIA_ | /.' / I DATE OF RETURN
H(::mlai'raN_Karim_/',/_--_[_:_ I ! ( /_ / q2
NASA FORM 892 MAY 119 PReViOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE- - U S GPO 1989-_z3-41_'00316
G-1

APPENDIX H
Installation Identification Codes
The NEMS identification codes for each Installation are:
Inst
Number Installation Name
Inst Zip
Acronym Code
% /
k._j
01
02
02
O3
O5
O5
07
08
O8
O9
O9
O9
I0
i0
I0
i0
i0
Ii
ii
13
01
02
04
03
O5
O6
07
08
81
09
91
92
i0
15
16
18
19
II
12
13
Langley Research Center
Ames Research Center
ARC - Dryden Flight Research Facility
Lewis Research Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
GSFC - Wallops Flight Facility
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Marshall Space Flight Center
MSFC - Program Support Communications
Network
Johnson Space Center
JSC - White Sands Test Facility
JSC - Space Transportation System
Operations Contract
Kennedy Space Center
KSC - Base Operations Contract
KSC - Shuttle Processing Contract
KSC - Payload & Ground Operations Contract
KSC - Shuttle Orbiter Logistics Contract
Headquarters
Headquarters - Space Station
Stennis Space Center
LARC 23665
ARC 94035
DFRF 93523
LERC 44135
GSFC 20771
WFF 23337
JPL 91103
MSFC 35812
PSCN 70189
JSC 77058
WSTF 88001
STSOC 77058
KSC 32899
BOC 32899
SPC 32899
PGOC 32899
SOLC 32899
HQ 20546
HQ 22091
SSC 39529
H-I
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APPENDIX I
Availability Status Codes For Equipment
The availability of equipment listed in NEMS is central to the
visibility required to make effective redistribution decisions.
In order to provide a key to the relative availability of
particular items, the entry for an item will contain a status
code letter reflecting its degree of availability. The four
status codes are: A - active, B - inactive assigned,
C - inactive unassigned, and D - excess. It is important that
the basic intent of these classifications be understood: it is
to facilitate optimum equipment reuse consistent with program
requirements and priorities, economics, and common sense.
a. Status Code A items are considered unavailable in the normal
conduct of business since they are by definition in use.
Therefore, screening of items classified A is not a requirement
of the system. On the other hand, an urgent requirement could
conceivably be met at one installation or contractor plant by
another's status code A item; therefore, in this instance, the
status code A file might profitably be screened. The item needed
might be made available on loan or even permanently transferred
if it is not critically needed by the holder.
b. Status Code B items are inactive, and considered sufficiently
available to make screening worthwhile. The holder should
normally be more receptive to loans or transfers of inactive
items than active items.
*c. Status Code C items are available on demand. They are
required to be held in this category for 90 days to give NASA
assurance that adequate visibility has been achieved. If there
are no claimants during the screening period, and the holder
decides there is little likelihood of economic reutility, these
items may move to status code D, excess.
d. Status Code D items are in the process of disposal and are
available for redistribution. Equipment will be classified
status code D when it is reported NASA excess.
I-I
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APPENDIX J
Condition Codes And Definitions
Advertised excess property cannot be utilized to fill
requirements unless a clear and complete description is given,
e.g., test equipment--input and output voltages as well as
frequencies involved should be given. Condition codes are very
important and should be determined as accurately as possible,
since in many cases this will determine further utilization. A
list of condition codes and definitions follows.
Disposal
Condition
Code
2
3
4
5
Description
Unused-good
Unused-fair
Unused-poor
Used-good
Used-fair
 2Jmi mn
Unused property that is
usable without repairs and
identical or interchangeable
with new items from normal
supply sources.
Unused property that is
usable without repairs, but
is deteriorated or damaged
to the extent that utility
is somewhat impaired.
Unused property that is
usable without repairs, but
is considerably deteriorated
or damaged. Enough utility
remains to classify the
property better than
salvage.
Used property that is usable
without repairs and most of
its useful life remains.
Used property that is usable
without repairs, but is
somewhat worn or
deteriorated and may soon
require repairs.
Disposal
Condition
Code Description Definition
V
6
7
8
9
X
Used-poor
Repairs required-good
Repairs required-fair
Repairs required-poor
Salvage
Scrap
Used property that may be
used without repairs, but is
considerably worn or
deteriorated to the degree
that remaining utility is
limited or major repairs
will soon be required.
Required repairs are minor
and should not exceed 15
percent of original
acquisition cost.
Required repairs are
considerable and are
estimated to range from 16
percent to 40 percent of
original acquisition cost.
Required repairs are major
because the property is
badly damaged, worn, or
deteriorated and are
estimated to range from 41
percent to 65 percent of
original acquisition cost.
Property has some value in
excess of its basic material
content, but repair or
rehabilitation to use for
the originally intended
purpose is clearly
impractical. Repair for any
use would exceed 65 percent
of the original acquisition
cost. NOTE: Code X applies
only to items identified
with an NSN or LSN.
Material that has no value
except for its basic
material content.
Transactions Requiring Supplemental Local procedures
k_1
The equipment transactions listed below require supplemental
instructions for the specific procedures to be followed at each
NASA Installation. Local procedures are prepared by each
Installation and included as a supplement to this Handbook.
Questions concerning local equipment procedures should be
addressed to your Supply and Equipment Management Officer.
Local P_ocedures Required for:
Local Data not Required NASA-wide
Documentation of Borrows
Formal Loan Agreements
Equipment Loan Pools
Documentation and Approval to Store
Documentation and Approval to Excess
Repair of Equipment
Approval to Transfer to Another NASA Installation
Approval to Transfer to Another Government Agency
Documentation and Approval to Modify, Cannibalize, or Fabricate
Acquisition of Equipment, including approvals required
Documentation of Found on Station (FOS) Equipment
j K-I
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APPENDIX L
NASA Minimum Standard Sensitive Items List
Includes only items with an acquisition value of $I00 or more.
I. AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT (ADPE), which includes:
a. DISK DRIVES
b. MEMORY EXPANSION UNITS
c. MONITORS
d. PRINTERS
e. TERMINALS
f. COMPUTERS, PERSONAL, which includes:
(i) LAPTOPS
(2) PERIPHERALS
(3) EXTERNAL MODEMS
(4) PORTABLES
(5) WORD PROCESSORS
•
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0.
Ii.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
BINOCULARS
CALCULATORS
CAMERAS (MOVIE, STILL, AND TELEVISION)
DICTATING AND TRANSCRIBING MACHINES
ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS DEVICES
MICROSCOPES
PLAYERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTE
PROJECTORS, SLIDE AND MOTION PICTURE
RADIOS, RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTERS AND TRANSCEIVERS
RECORDERS, AUDIO AND VIDEO
TELESCOPES, PORTABLE
TELEVISIONS
TYPEWRITERS, ALL
WEAPONS, ALL, INCLUDING PELLET RIFLES
OTHER ITEMS WHICH HAVE A HIGH LOSS HISTORY AS REFLECTED BY
REPORTS OF SURVEY.
L-I
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APPENDIX M
Request for Cannibalization/Modification
==.,,,_.--, of Controlled Equipment
Note.-See instructions on reverse. Please type or print clearly.
ORG CODE ITYPE OF nEOuE$T IDOCUMEt,T NO
.AME O_MelREOUESTERpotts EB32 l CANNIeALIZJTION X uO_r,C*',O,.' i2-1-15-15072
SECTION I- EXISTING EQUIPMENT
)F..,SCRI_ION _t_luO_ *left/ name manulaCru_ _t mo_el num_t set,a/.L,m_f e#¢ ;
Laser Unit, Spectra - Physics, Mode 165 S/N None
Year of Han_factm:e 1982
1065611 EB31 4763/3103 12,127,500
I
SECTION II- EQUIPMENT CHANGE DATA
O(SCRIFTION/t_.¢Iu_P Pew nS_@ wJl'._ _1_ _me ot new temaJ_*ltg r.ole_e_,t$, tW>e 41_ value OF _¢_le, Jt cen_et_ahzahOn: eshmate<7 ova, at/va'_a_.
WelcU.ng Joint Analyzer, Laser $120,000.00
Physic Power Supply (Internal) 195.00
Laser exciter, Spectra Physics 1,750.00
Rack adapter 100.00
Cu_uter, Micro (ECN 1017211), Kaypro 3,450.00
Model 165, year of manufacture 1982
SECTION III - CANNIBALIZATION/MODIFICATION
IE_:_'_P1 ;0_6  Live f_*t _.. _/..#. hw C _'ff.mrf"#'_ 3 Ft'tdI,Or. Ce_lt t4_fflOva; etC Co#Ir.nue O_ seJDatafP $hINN el ntq_eSSely/
Original syst_n was purchased as a one-of-a-kind system ar_ is nc_ outdated and
non-repairable. By modifying the unit and interfacing it with the caR_ter, a useful
equipment item can be realized. Since this ne_ syste_ only uses the laser head,
power supply, exciter, rack mount adapter, and the computer, the residual
components and cabling will be turned-in as excess.
,,GN=_U_,_." u_ nLcul_t,rF.n I_-,ONE NO. IOATE
Appropriate Signature J 555-_12 J 10/7/91
SECTION IV - CERTIFICATION
t C.£ I'; r ;; Y TI,A ; IF T_E ABOVE f'E M_'-_ 15 A REI APPROVED FOR CANNIbALiZATION THE RESIDUE WILL BE TURNED IN TO THE PFIIOP_R'rt' DtSPO_AI. OFFICER
!'G!-;.,*_TURE OF P_C,f"_¢RTY CIJ._T'_Ct;'SN
Appzopriate Signature
SECTION V-ACTIONS
I pHONE NO ]DAIE555-2121 10/7/91
USER DIVISION/DIRECTORATE REVIEW
APPROVED I REASON., t ¢_ec_ "NO ";
XYES
NO
NAMF AND TITLE
Appropriate Name and Title I SIGNATURE ] DATEAppropriate Signature 10/9/91
CONTRACTING OFFICER'S OR OTHER OFFICIAL'S REVIEW, AS REQUIRED
APPROVED _ RF.A_N fll Ct1_,,6_e¢1 _NO-tIX YESNO
ISIGNATURE JDATE
NAME_3_[,I_.,_ANDTITLE _ _ Title I Appropriate Signature 10/16/91
SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT OFFICER OR CONTRACT PROPERTY ADMINISTRATOR REVIEW
_EO J REASON Ill Checke_ "NO') ANO REMARKSIXYESNO
DATE 10/20/91NAM_/_:_ropr,iate Name
NASA FORM '1617 JUt 84
JS_NATU_cpropriate Signature
M-i
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